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This dissertation focusses on the deactivation of SAP0-34 and rnodifi,:;;dSAPOs
.,". :

duringmethartel conversion t.mdervardous conditions, in comparison to H-ZS!'b..5.

SAPQ--S4was found to deactivate rapi rlly during methanol conversdon. This was

shown by the decrease in .activity, surface area and p,:,re volume of the

catalyst. The deposit.ed "coke" Has analysed by in situ diffuse reflectanoe

in:Era-red Fourier Transform spect:J;'osc:oPY,solid-state magic. angle spinning

nucle:tr ma.:,aneticrescr).;:nce, gas chl~")matographymass~.pectroscopy (GeMS) of the

HF- and dichlol:omethane-extra.cted to cose"; and GCtlS of the organic specfes

released during regenei ..ation of the cata Lyst acd tl·app8d in :ces:Ll in capillary

inlet tubes.. The "coke" consisted of alkyla.tec.:"aromatics and naphthalenes

which probably fercIlledon the surface 01' in the large cavities of S.~O-34 ..

The amount of "coke" deposited durirr..gmethanol conversion increased with

reaction temperature, decreased with dilution of the methanol with watel' or

nitrogen. and decreased. with increased pressure, Incorporation of Ni into the

SAPO framework did not decrease the rate of deactivation, but the "coke" that

Has deposited was less bllky than that depqsited in SAPO-34. Modification of

the SAf'O-34 with trlmethyl silylchloride decreased the rate at deactivation

of the catabst ..
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CHAPTER ONE GENERAL INTRODUCTION

I

1.1 INTRODUCTION

l1ethanol, one of the largest commoditychemicals, is expected to have

exc(~llentgtowth :Potential as a fuel> :fuel precursor, or building block for -

chemicals in countries where petroleum is scarce or becomestoo expenai,ve

due to environmentalconstraints. Methanolis produced.Ir')m synthesis gas

which is in turn produced fromnatural gas, biornassor fromcoal [1. 1J.

Overthe lase twentyyears a great·deal of research has been carried out on

the use of nethanol, as an alternat:i.ve automotive fuel and as a building

block for the production of olefins, aromatics and oxygenated chemicals

[1.2]. Oneof the most remarkable discoveries in this latte;t~area wasmade

in the early 1970's by workers at Mobil Research and Development

Corporation, Theyfound that methanol could be converted to gasoline of

high octane number,with excellent yields and catalyst lifetime, over the

shape selective zeolite ZS!1-5[1.11. Modifications of the catalyst

operating conditions was shownto enhancethe product selectivity [1.1].

Recently attention has been focussed on enhancing the selecti vity of the

product spectrum to light olefins (C;.l to C,,) which are used for the

production of detergents, plasticizers, lubricants and a variety of

chemicals [1.3, 1.4]. 'I'his has been achieved with zeolites whichare less

acid.ic than H:...ZSI1..;.5and / or have small pores to restrict the formation and

transport of bulky hydrocarbons. Small pore zeolites I such as erioni te,

zeolite T, chabazite, ZSM-34,FU-l and ZK5have been shownto be successful

1



in the conversion of methanolto light olefins [1.5) 1.6J f bv.tsignificant

amountsof saturated hYdl:'ocqt'bonsare also formed, methanolconversion is

not complete and these catalysts deactivate rapidly due··to.formation of

carbonaceous deposits [1. 61, F.ecently a novel class. I')f crystalline
r

microporous molecular sieves have been synthesiz(.i; the silica-
. .

aluminophospha,tes(SAPOs). These molecular sieves not onlYhave the pore

structures of zeolitEls, but also possess .uniqueacidic properties whichmake

them highly selective catalysts for the conversion of methanol to .light,

olefins. This study focusses on two of these SAPOcatalysts, viz. SAPO'-34,

aLi SAPO-5.

Reactions of organic compoundson zeolites, usuCI.llyresult in the formation

of carbonaceousby-products, consisting mainly of fused ring aromatics, Olt

bullty aliphatics, collectively called "coke" [1.7J. The"coke"is deposited

on the surface of the cata.lyst or within the channels, limiting access to

the active sites. whichmayUltimately lead to prematuredeactivation [1.9].

Therate of deactivation of the catalyst dependson the rate of formationo:f

these by-producta and the modeof deactivation [1.. 8].

The "coking" ·ui zeolite<=; is a shape....selective process as t£1e rate of

formation, nature and distribution .of "ooke'' molecules dependson the pore

structm'e of the zeolite [L 8]. Therate of "coke" forrnation also depends

on the strength and densd t,y of the· acid sites and on the operating

conditions e.g. reaction time, temperature. pressure and reaotants [1.8].

The rate, mechanismand nature of the "coke" deposited on two molecUlar

sieves in the chabazite groupt viz. SAPO-34·andSAPO-5,will be dtaonssed Ln

this dissertatj,on. Abetter understandingof the "coking"process for thel:ie

select,ive catalysts ma.ylead to the retardation or prevention of "coke'

2



formation on th~e catalis;ts, thereby extending the l.l.Seful catalyst 'lifetime.

1.2 SCOPE OF DISSERTATION

This dissertation focusses on the rate of "coke" formation on SAPO-34 and.

modified SA't'O-34 dUring metha.nol conversion under various conditj.ons, and

compares the reSlllts to those dbtained for H-ZSI1-5 and SAPO-5. A general

introduction to the structure and aoidity of zeolites, "J well as reports on

the iormati0n of "coke" on these zeol.Ites, is described. The structures of

SAPO-34 (chaba:~ite,structure) and SAPO--5 (gmelinite structure). as Hell as

the acidit;; <of silico-alu.Jin0phosphate catalysts, are .also given. Ve17

little inforrQ~.tionhas been reported in the literature on the Il)rmation of

...coke" on silico-alurninophosl?hate catalysts during methanol conversion, so

this disse:t:.·tation should provide some new infor!ilation in this area of

catalysis using these materials.

The change in surface area and pore volume of the varir catalysts after

methanol conversion was determined. A statistically designed set of

experiments was used to determine the effects of temperature, preSSUre and

dilution of the methanol feed with water on the rate of "coke" T-ormationon

SAPO catalysts. The deactiva.tion of SAPO-34 during the conversion of

methanol was studied by in eiiu diffuse reflectance infra-red Fourier

Tra:t.sformspect.roscopy.

The nature of the "coke" formed was analysed by currently available

techniques .such as infra-red. apecbroscopy, solid-state magic~anglespinning-

nuclear magnetic resonance, breakdown of the zeolite frarnewo,t"kUSing

hydrofll10l"iCacid and analysis of the extracted. ,.coke" by gas

3



chromatograph¥::--rriass spectroscopy" (GeMs). as well' ~"a novel.tecfuti~rue.:Whereby

the crgani.csrekeased duripg regeneration are trapped and analysed l:>Y·GC-rnass
t:' '., '-

spectrbscopy~

..._r
(

1.3

• 'It_Tf_ •.

/.

A.~eolite is ~ aluminosilicate wi ih a frameworkstructur~ Ejnclosingcay!ties. .

~u.pied by large ion and water olecu.les l both of which have considerable

Ui .edomof movement, permitting ian-exchange and reversible dehydration.

Zeolites are crystalline 'alurninosil:i,cates \-lith an open three-dimensional
'; '. - :"_"_

fr8JIleWork structure consisting 6£ 'silicate (siO~) and alu.:ainate (AI0,n

tetrahedra, . <::ollectively denoted TO~ tetrahedra. The T atoms in TO"

t,etra.~edra of synthetic zeolites can be substitu.ted by other atoms which can.

form oxide tetr;;hed.ra Ce. g. phosphorous)'. The tetrahedra are linked together'"

by common COrrt~r oxygen atoms to f9t1n various secondary building units

(SBUs), someof which are showninFig 1. [1.91.

o C> 0 Q
4 5 ' ,8 5B~@g

~'4 ~·8 -. B-B 6-2

df9Q;d
4-1 6.1 5-;! S-1

4t}7WZ
5-3

FIG 1 SECONDAaY BUILDING UNITS OF zroLIT,ES Tl.9J
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Different linking arrangementsof·these secondarvbuilding units gi.Vetirise

to a large· variety of. zeolite structures with different channel..networir..s\

It is est~mated that at. least 70 different zeolite stl:'l.l.Ctureshave been.. . t

identified. [1.9]. Thez€oli.te'-structuresare classified into rrlne groups.

namelya, "lclme, natrolite, heulandite, phillipsite, !!lordenite, chabazite,

faujazite, Laumontzrteand pentaSl.1 groups [Lll}~ Details of these.

structures have beendescribed in manyrev..Lews[1.12, 1.13, 1.141. Since in

this dissertation processes occurfng on a widepore zeolit.,e (zeolite 1:') , two

IIled.iumPU.l;>;;>::'zeolites(ZSI1--5 and gmelinite \<thichis topographically similar

to SAPD~5)and a narrow pore aeolite (chabazite) will be discussed, the

structures of these catalysts will be described in somedetail.

;1..3.1 Zeolite Y

Thebasic building blocks of zeolite Y <andother faUJasite type zeolites)

are sodalite unit.c; whichaxe formed b~1eight B-memberrings linked together

to form a truncated. octahedron (Fig 2). The ia.ujasite structure is formed

from sod.alite units linked .together by their six~membe]r.rings J via oxygen

atoms, .in a .tetrahedral array.

This arrangement results in channels, with a diameter of 7.8 A,

interconnecting large cavities with a diameter of 12 A [1.16, L 17]. The

pore openi~s into the large cavity or supercage are sufficient to permit

entry of aromatic compoundsand somebranched hydrocarbons [1.18].

5



(~ (b)

F..IilllRE 2 STRUCTURE OF Zr;:OL1'IT Y Cal SODALlTE CAGE

AND Cb)· FAUJASlTE SQpERGAGf;; El.l51

1.3 ..2 ~

ZSIi-5 belongs to the pentasil group of zeolites. These zeolites are built

up from 5-mem!Je.l;"ring SBUs linked together to form pentasil chains 1 which

are in tu...ryrlinked together to form pentasil layers {Fig S} [L17J. Linking

of these pentasil ·layers by inversion gives the ZStl-5 stzucture , with both

sinusoidal and straight channels (Fig 2) [1. 17J.

a) b) c)

fIGURE 3 ,,;_STRUGTURE OF PENTASIL ZStl-5 fa) SBU 5-1., (b) PENTA6.IL

CHAIN AND (c) OHAtlNEL STRUCTURE (1. 17 J



The s~:'aight channels are elliptic;il in shape with dimensions of 5.1 x

5.5 A. while the sinusoidal, channels are nearly circular with dimensions of,

cages at the channel intersections.

5.4 x 5. 6 A [1. 17, 1.is] . Unlike zeoli t.e Y, ZStl-5 does not contain large

The crystal structure contains large ellipsoidal cavities (11A long and 6.5· ~

A wi.de.) [1. 4J Linked by a tbree-dimensional channel system [1.20J. The

channels enter each ellipsoidal cavity through six small apertures (4.0 A

wide), formed by 8-membered.rings [1. 201. The ellipsoidal cages are

surrounded by eight double hexagonal ring units, six 4-memberedrings, and six

8-memberedrings \<Ihichconnect the ellipsoidal cages to six ne-j~hbcuring cages

[1.21]. Aschematic structural diagram of chabazite is shown an ,:ig. 4 [1.21] .

'rna effecti ve openings of the ellipsoidal cavities are shownby dotted lines,

the interconnected channeke are shewn by rods and the stacking of the double

hexagonal prisms indicated by "A", "B" and "C" [1.21J. The physical and

structural properties, as reported by Breck [1. 13], are listed. in Table I.

oPORE SIZE = 8 A

FIG 4 STRUCTURE OF CHABAZITE [1.211
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z
The straigh.t-channels are.elliptic~l in·shape with dimensions of 5.1 x

5.5 A. while the sinusoidal,channel.s are nearly circular with dimensions of

5.4 x 5.6 A [1.17, 1.19J. Unlike zeOlite Y, ZSl1~5does not contain large

cages at· the channel intersection.es.

rae crystal structure. contains large ellipsoidal cavities (HA long and 6..5'"

A Wide). [1.41 linked by a th1."ee-dimettSional channel system {1.20]. The

ehannefs enter each ellipsoidal cavity through six small .~pertures (4. 0 ~

wi '<::;), formed by 8-membei.·edrings CL20J. The ellipSoidal cages are

surrounded by eight double hexagonal ring· units, six 4-merilbered.rings I and six.

So-memberedrings whichconnect the ellipscidal cages to six. neighbouring cages

(1.ZlJ. Aschematic stzuctuxal, diagram of chabazite is shown in Fig. 4 [1. 21J.

The effective openings of the ellipsoidal cavities are shownby .dotrted lines,

the interconnected channels are shown by rods and the stacking of the double

hexagonal prisms indicated bx "Au, "B" and "C" CL21l. The physical and

structural propert.ies, as reported . Breck [1.13], are listed in Table 1.

,._~ r-~

'S' ./S\

~-~-~
.:f( '..B~.'..·.•......•.............' B~: ·.·.·:.;'8..>, (' -_ - - -, -' '. - _J

·A -·A· - ·A ..

( - . -
"""~ - - I "- ' (S·'

(.B.1.:~' . ,~BL.~ j.I J)'--~-'W ..
o

PORE SIZE = 8 A··

FIG 4 STRUCI'!,JRE QF CHABAZITE p.21J
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Seeond$lT-V btrildin-J ..... g
units:

single O-rings in. AABBCC sequeD,i!e (double ~,
or single 4-l'mgs)

;
-,-...

14.0 t/IOOO A3

Loop ¢onfigm-ation
of T ..atoms: CJ[J[_]-;--~

Coordi.nat1.():Q. sequence: '.r(36) 4 9 11 29 45 64 85 l10 140 173

Channels: 1[0011 8 3;¢ X 3.S
variable due to considerable flexibility or
f~amewol"k(l)

Fault planes: (001)

Chabazlte Oa6[Al12Si240721 . 40 H20
+,rigonal, R3m, .a=13.2, c:""'15.1 A(2.3}

Isot.ypic fr.amework
stl""Q.<::tu:r,es:

CoAPO-44(4)
CoAPO-47(4)
LZ-21S(5)
Linde n(6)
Linde :a(7)
MeAPO ..47(4.S)

MeAPSO-47
SAP 0-34
Willhender$onlte
ZK..14
ZY1'-6 ..

Altemate designations; Acadialite (Qbtolete)

E:ayd~nite (wscredited)
Herschelite (di~Cl"llditeci)
Seebachite (obsolete)
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Gmelini te belongs to the chabazite group of zeolites as its structure

contains ~tacked double hexagon(9:1rings (denoted. "AtOand "B") although. -("hese
-_ - - - --- _.-- - - - - - _. - _. - . . - - - - - - ._:_ . ..... - - - ' -- - - ~ - -- - : - - -:: ---;'_. - - - - -- "_. - - - - -. - - -<-rings are arranged differently.:- to the natural zeolite ch.;l:bazj,te.O. 21l. In

chabazite the hexagonal rings are arranged in the sequence . ,.,!BOAJ3G •. ,
~" .

whereas in gmelinite .they are arranged in the sequence ... jI.BAB.i , C1.211. In

the gmelini te structure the···double ring uniw are connected by inc).ined :Eour--._'

membered rings so as to generate polyhedral cages which O.t"$ slIlC';ller in size

and contaitl· fewer faces than those of .chabazite Il. 21] .

PORE SIZE: :; 4.3 .lI.
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The openings to the pOlyhedral cages are larger (7. f) 1\.) than those oJ:'

J"!h.abazite (4 A) and the.chat1l:l,els parallel to the c....axls are continuous, non

intersecting and wide (defined by 12~membered :tings) I1. 21]. Each of the

polyhedral cages has th)]ee 8-mem~ted rings ..which connect them to the wide
.". ;~

The gmelini tee•.struGtur~ contains .another' ...

set of na:rro~'(less th~ 4.0 A) intersecting channels n9:trnal to ·the o-axi.s.

The spatial T-model (tetrahedrorrcentre-:model) of gmel:tnite is shown in Fig··

5 [1.211. The effective openings of the cages are shown by dot:ted lines and

thg interconnected.· .channels are shown by rods. Stacking of the dou.ble.···

hexagonal prisms is ?Iso indicated.

In a.lurnininosilicate zeol.ites the negative charge. created by. the tetrahedral

Al is balanced. by the prese"(\ce of cations or by proto'r.s [1.221. Zeolite.:

contain many BrohSted acid sit~ which are formed by surface hydroxyIs

a5.sociated with the tetrahedrally co-ordmated Al (see Fig.6) [1.231. The

strength of these acid sites depends on the concentration of t.etrahedral Al

atoms and of exchangeable cations (1. 24 t 1. 25]. Above 500°C these Bronsted

acid sites maybe dehydrated to Lewisacid sit.,es without the crystal structure

being changed [1. 24, 1, 25] . fu"l interaction between the Lewis acid sites and
,

the Bronsted acid 51u;>,s reduces the' Br6nsted hy,iroxyl group •s electrcn

d€)I1$ity) making the proton more acidic [1., 26]. Recently> there has been

evidence that extremely s"'crong acid 5ites are ..produced. when Al--:OSpeCies are

leached from the zeolite framework of mordenite and this may .00 true for all

zeolites [1,2].

10



Ca)

(b)

-H,QJI+ H,O
"5(",0 '.1.1 .. ~(/ 0 "'~1/0 ~S(",/

,/' " ,/' <, ,/' <, .r>: / ""-..

fIGURE 6
. : .

ACID SITES IN ZEOLITES (ar BRtiNSTED ACIn SITE·

AND Cb\· LEWIS ACID SITE

The hydoxyl grou.ps of Bronsted acid. sites have been observed. py Fourier

Tz...ansfor.'mInfra-red. CITIa) s-r;>ectros~opyin the 3500·~3800 em" region ct. 26 ~

L 27l. The decrease in intensity of the hydrogen bonded silanoL stretching

band, bu.t not the terminal silanel str3tchir.g band, after treatment 'i~ith

sodium hydroxide, was used tv show that th~ formE:!:!:,acid sites are stronger

than the latter [1, 2t .... Bronsted qcidi ty can be separated from Lewisacidity

by using probe molecules su.ch as pyridine [1, 29]. The hydroxyl stretching

freqUency has been sho-m to shift 80cording to the electronegativity of .

su.r:rounding atoms and to the framework structure, as electrostat tc

interactions are influ.enced by the geomet:t:'Yof the channele [1.29J. Th£:!

:frequency of the hydroxyl stretch can only be used as an approximate

indication of the acid. stretv:th [1.29] .

Temperature)?rogrammed.desorpt:ton (TPD) of ohenrsoroed ammoniaon zeolites Y

and ZSti-5 (whichhave the sameAl content and therefore the samenu.mberof

acid sites) has shownthat both zeolites have a fairly weak'hypeof acid site

due to surface hydroxyl grou.ps, bu.t ZSI1-5 has an '::ldditional, stronger type of

acid site (as shownby a second desorption peak at a higher temperature)

[1.30] due to Si-.QH-AlgroupS.

11



Acidic forms.oJ: zeo11.tes (denoted H-zeoJ;ite) can be '9repared by ion-e\xchanging

the ~eolite w.ith 'ammoniumions s. g. treating the catalyst with an a.t!Ulloniullt

nitrate sollltion and subs~quentlY dearrunoniatingat elevated tem];lleratures

e1.11J.

"

Chang, Lang and Silvestri proposed that the conversion of methanol to

hydrocarbonsmaybe simplified. into a. three step process [1.. 5). The:first 5"tep

is the dehydration to dimethylether (Dl1E) I the second step the conversion of

DnE.into olefins and the third step the conversion. of Ofe:ans into higher

hydrocarbons as ~hdwnin Fig 7 [1.3J. With increasing reaction time the yield

of DI1E increaSeS while the yield of hydrocarbons decreases [1. 20J.

-HaO

2 CH:;OH -_._> -->

C"+ Or$.FINS

Ca~ --> PARAFFINS, AROMATICS

OLEFINS CYCLO~ARAFFINS

FrG 7 QENEBALtZED tlECHANI$!'f FOR MEJmNOL CONVERSION TO flYDROCABBONS

The course of catalytic reactions on molecular sieves has been quantitatively

studied using in si tu I:tG and "H Magic Angle Spinning Nuclear Magnetic

Resonance (tlAS-NMR) spectroscopy.[1.4]. Aromatic and alipha.tic species were

observed on the surface of ZSI1-5after it was used for the conversion c)f

methanol [1;4].

12



1.6

The oligomerization, Cyclieation and dehJ'd:t'ogenation reactio·r.s cat..:J_lysed by

acid sites on zeoli.tes can lead .to the formation of "coke", as illustrated in

Fig 8 [1. '7],
.

'fA',

'"r

Paraffins can undergo dehydrocyclisa.tion· reactions to form cycloparaffins. 01'

be cQnverted to olefins by dehyd.rogenation. and l:Jracking reactdons C1. 7J.

Olefins c,...·,·03.1$0be formed· dil'setly ;fromOxygenates [1. 7J. The·olefins can

r.mdei.'go oligomerization (e. g. Diels - .f..ld.e;t, reactions). cyclization and

d.ehyd.rogenation reactions to form cyclopar,:t:ff'ins, arornatics and riaphthenes

[,1.7J. Alkylation and dehydrocycli3ation q:f these cyclic structUl."es results

in fused aromatic dngs which can undergo dehydrogenation. The "coke" which

causes di;:activation in catalysts can consist of fus~:l. ring aromatics.

alkylarornatics, naphthalenes, aromatics, cycloparaffi:r.s GLYJ.d even bulky or

branched aliph.:.tiGSwhich aretl,nableto diffuse outof·the channels.

PARAFFINS H OlEF!NS

CVCLOPARAFFINS ....AROMATICS -.»NAPTHALENES

.~.

ALKYLAROMAtIcs ~ FUSED RING AROMATICS

FTO·8·' tfECHANTStlFOR "GOKE" FORMATION
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Bulky tr@sitiotJ. state itJ.terlll.edi.~tesare necessary for the alkylation of

aromatics andatomati2\atiotJ.of polyalkYlaromatics. These reactdons thus occur

mainly in zeoli tes with large pores (12-memberedring pores) or with large

cavities (e.g. erionite and chabazite) or on the external surface of zeolites

[1.7].

. '

In srr.all pore zeolites and certain. mediumpore zeolites, "coke' cannot ·rorm

internally due to spatial constraints [1.7]. Deactivation results from acid

si-te occupancyand pore blockage by high molecular \-leight oligomers [1.7},

Studies of methanol.conversion over H-ZS~I-5at various temperatures from270-

4000G have shown that the pore systeru of H-ZSt1-5 is blocked by the
. ..

accumulation of bulky one or two rrng aromatics .at low temperature, whereas

at high .temperaturethe aromatics undergoisomerization reactions and the less

bulky "coke" constituents leave the pores. At temperatures above 400°Cthe

selecti vity to "coke" increases.

Catalytic s1tes fql.~"coke" formation Can also be .present in the" coke" itself

e. g. carberriumions.[1.7J. T'neseacid sites can lead to the continued growth

of "coke" outside oJ: the zeolite pores or channels, or to reol;'ganization of

the "coke", even after the zeolite acid sites have been covered.[1. 7J. The

ad.ditional "coke" is formed directly from methanol, while methaneand water

are released, as indicated by the following equation [1.~lJ:

Expedmental studies on the formation of "coke" on zeolite Y during methanol

conversion have shown.that methaneformattor! can be used as a measureof the

amountof "coke" fozmed[1.31].

14



1.7 ~.N

All acidic zeolites deactdvate during.organic reactions due 'to."thedeposition

of carbonaceousdeposits. The rate of deactivation is dependant on tJhepore

structure and acidity of the zeolites, The "coke" deposits can cause

deactivation. bycove~fngof·the .acid sites,. or by .blocking.access to the pores

.in Hhichthe "acid sites are ·£ound[1.7]. .Thesetwoaspects of deactivation

.will be discussed in somedetail here.

1.7. 1 Effect· of.pore stru,ctu.rE;.

..It is difficult to evaluate the effect of pore stl'uctllre on the "coking"rate

as it is not eaSy to obtain a rarige of catalysts with different pore

st.ructures but with the sameacidity [1.8J. However,it has been foundthat

catalysts with latge cavities or channel intersections (in whi9hbulky "coke"

molecules can form) and with structures that limit diffusion of the "coke"

precursors, have greater "coking" rates IL8J. Catalysts with structures

whichlirnit d.iffusionprevent;the "coke"frontforminguniformlythl'olxghoutthe

catalyst [1.32J anddeactivate rapidly .whencertain regions are blockedoff

by "coke".

Small pore zeolites e,g. erionite and ferrierite, have chan..'rleldimensions

which are. too small for the formation of bulky "coke" precursozs 6.g.

cycloparaffins or naphthenes[1. 71. The"coke"is deposited in the outer zone

of the catalyst while the inner zone remains "coke"-free [1.8, 1..32J.

Blockageof the outer pores causes deactivat':onof the catalyst as access to

the internal area and hence to the active sites is decreased (Fig Sa} [1.8,

1.32].

15



COKE .-7

ruL9a "COKE" FORMATION ON SHALL pQRIL~

Catalysts with·monoddnensfonal, pore structures e. g.:morderrrte, deactivate when

aromatic If coke" formS·anywhere along the channel as access to the active sites

in the rest of the channel is blocked (see Fig 9b) CL 7] .

NON...lNtcRCONN\:lCT1NG
UWFORMCI~ANNEt.~

FIG 9b POBE BLOCKAGE IN MQNQDItiENSIQNALEQRE ZEOLITES [1.71

liedium pore zeolites with interconnecting channels but no large caVities (e. g.

ZS11-5)deactivate initially through limitation of access to the active sites

[1. 8] . Only at high ..coke" contents is access to all the active sites blocked

by "coke" depOsited..on the surface of the crystallites (Fig lOa) [l.8].
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FIG lQ~E DEACTIVATION Or: A ZEOLITE WITH INTERSEGTlNq. CHANNELS

The modeof deactivation of zeolites with large cavities at the channel

intersections, e.g. chabaafte and zeolite Y, is shown in Fig lOb [1.81.

These large cavities iacili tate the formation of "coke" precUXsors, but the

narrower pore network limits tb= di:ffusion of "coke" molecules out of the

zeolite H.8J. The "coke" forms initially in the cavities and then protrudes

into the channels. The blockage of the channel intersections limits the

access of reacta rtts to the active 8ites and diffUsion of products out of the

zeolite, so deactivation occurs [1.8J.

E1G· 12b DEACTIVATION. OF .ZEQLITES WI'1'H LARGE· CAVITIES

AT_THE CHANNEL INTEESECTIONS
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l1ediu.mand large. pore zeolites can accomodate bulky "coke" precursors and

therefore "coke" up rapidly [1.33]. The deactivation is directly related to

the amountof "coke" deposited, which is indicated by the change in weight of

the catalyst [1.33].

The relative amounts of "coke" formed on Z811-5, zeolite Y, chabazite and

mordenrte , during the conversion of dimethyl ether, as determined by Gormerais

et al [1.34J are shown in Table II.

TABLE II "COKE" FORtlATIQN ·ANP DEACTIyATION IN DII1ETHYL E1.,)ER

I,',· I!I
Ilil,1 CATALYST RESIDUAL WI' % i'COKE" T.lV"n:. ;~~N/s· X .111,.

ACTIVrrY (%") HJ..lJaV-Itu\.DVII I!IL 1_ ~~,II
1,1 I I, Il! H-ZSM-5 90.00 1.5 I. 0,3• • Ii
II----, --H--Y---;---S-, 0-0-----+1~-9~.3~'-----00-..-11
il H--cHABAZlTE 0, 15 I 8. 6 I 90· II
It- ll-110RD=B=iI=TE==:?::===0=,=15=='===6=,=8==.J.. ~_ .•.JII.L -- _ ~_

The rate of deactivation, as indicated by the reaidual, activity (ratio of the

activity after 7, 5 h to the initial aC"tivit.y) the selectJi vi ty to "coke"

are inversely correlated [1,34].

A greater percentage of "coke" was deposited on zeolie H-Y,H-Chabazite and

H-mordenite than on H-ZSl1-5 as '(,hepore diameters (H-Yand mordenite) and/or

channel intersections CH-Yand chabazite) of these catalysts are sufficiently

large t(.,")accomodate the formation of bulky "coke" precursors.
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At a given Percentage of "coke" the catalytic activities of mordenite ·and
erioni te were decreased more than that of 24eolite Y, which in turn. Wa$

,
decreased..more than that of H-ZSI1-5 [1. 34]. The difference in IIcoke"

sensitivity of the zeolites wasprobably due tc the nature and/or distribution

of the "coke", differing fromone zeonte to another. as a r~lt of different

pore structur~ [1.341.
r

The "coke"formation on zeolite Y during the conversion of n-heptane has been

studied by Guisnet et al [1.8]. The initial "c-oke"molecules whi<Jhwere·

deposited consisted of mainly 5-ring aromatics with a volumeof about 200 1\'3,

whichcorresponds to a quarter of the volumeof the aupercage [1.8]. This

"coke"had a moderatedeactivating effect. Thediffusicm.of rrrcrogeninto the

pores of the catalyst was not limited so a decrease in pore volume VA

corresponded to the volume'Of "coke"deposited Vr>.(as determinedby the ratio

of the mass of "coke" deposited per gramof zeolite to the density of the

II coke" as estimated from i ts coii~position). The ratio of VA / V'f<decreased

whenthe "coke" content increased due to pore blockage. Whenthe "coke"

content exceeded7 wt % the VA I VR ratio remained constant which indicated

that the increase in "coke" was no longer due to "coke" deposited in the

pores, but on the surface of the catalyst or protruding fromthe micropares

[1.8].

Theadsorption capacity of trimethylamine (Tl1A)has been used to study the

modeof "coke" formation in ZSM-5[1.~5]. The initial decrease in TI1A

ad....l"'lrptionwaSslow as ZSti-5has en extensively interconnected. pore network

and thus a substantial amountof "coke" is required before access to certain

regions is .completelysealed. off. If the "coke" waspreferentially deposa.ted.

on the outer surface one wouldexpect the blocking effect to be very abrupt.

If the "coke"waslaid downrandomlvthroughcut the zeolite, without blocking
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off regions, one would expect a gradu:::"ldecrease in T11Aadsorpt.Ion, The

adsorption capa<::lty decreased more than expected. frol'tt a consideration of the
•

volume of deposit, thl,J,Scerta:Ul regions were blocked off by the "coke",

1
X-ray photoeleetron.spectroscopz.(XPS) has been used to show that "coke" forms

predominantl¥-.iaside the pores of ZSl1~5dUring metbanal conversion. as the. G/Si

ratio increased citeadUy unti115 wt % "coke" had been deposit.ed (1.36]. When

the level of "coke" deposited exceeded 15 wt % the C I Si ratio increased '

dramatically which indicated that external "coke" was formed, probably by the

thermal cracidng of rnethanol [1.36].

Transmission electron. microscopy (TED was also used to study the

distribu.tion of "coke" in a zeolite cut with an ultramicrotome [1. 37] .

Filaments of "coke" in the micropores and protruding from the surface (If

Zeoli toOYaftt3r heptane cracking have been observed by TEtl Li. 37J. Controlled

atmosphere ele,.~tron microscopy has been used in situ to study the :fol'mation

of "coke" on catalysts [1.38] e.g. the filamentous carbon formation from

acetylene on nickel, iron and cobalt at 700°C. The resolution was not as good

;:j~ .~ Jtained with post-reaction TE11. but changes in the catalyst and appearance

01: the ,.coke" can be observed.

1.7 .2 Effec.>t of 9cid sites

The density and strength of the acid sites of a catalyst also affect.'3 the rate,

of II coking" [L 8). There is a linear relationship bet.ween the number of

strong acid sites and the i~itial "coking" rate, which shows that the strong

acid sites are the main active centres for the "coking" of zeolites during

methanol conversion [1. 391.
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l1cL-ellan..et: ttl stUdied the decrease .in acid' sites in Z§M~5duritllJ the

conversion of methanol using chemisorption of ammoniaand pytidine. and IR

Spectl~OSCOPY[L 40J . They found that··initial "coke" format.ioncaused a rapid

decrease in the number of acid sites. Approximately 1. acid site was

deactivated for ever'J 5 carbon atoms deposited. AOs molecule wouldhave been

flushed out from the catalyst a£ the reaction temperature. so larger" coke"

molecules had/'probablyformed on more than one acid site e.g. a C10 molecule

adsorbed onto 2 acid sites. 'This indicates that initial "coke" formation may

occur a.t channel ihtersections where there are several acid si tea in close

proximity. At higher "coke" levels (9.5 wt %) the active sites of ZStl-5were

still detected. by ammoniadesorption, but not by pyridine adsorptdon, About

100 carbon atoms Weredeposited per acid site. This indicates that "coke;'

formedon the outer surface .. p, ~"'tially blocked the access to the internal acid

sites.

"Coke"is difficult to recover from the zeolite, therefore ill situ analytical

methods are often used. in an attempt to characteeiae the carbonaceous

depoSits. However,the distribution of the "coke" cannot be determined u."3ing

these methods [1. 8] .

The atomic hydrogen-to-carbon ratio can be used to determine if the

carbonaceousdeposit is polyaromatic ot altpha:bic [1.8J. Theamountof "coke"

deposited on. ZStl....5 during methanol Conversion has been determined by

quantifying the hydrogen and carbon released during combustion [1. 41J. 'l'he

C I H ratio wasobserved.to decrease :from2 to O. 5 whenthe amountof iIcoke"

increased from 1 to 17 % [1.36]. The results are often. ambi~.ou.sas internal

and axtemal "coke" deposits could have different compositions, thus an



average of these QOtnpos:i.tiM1Sis always obtained [1.8],

.
Infra-red (IR) stud:les have been used to identify the nature 0:(; the surface

"coke" (olefinic, ·satutated or a.roma~iG)I to monitor the changes in the
l

concentration of Bronsted OR sites and.to quantify the "coke" by.'the intensity

of the so-cal.led "coke" band at 1585 ctn-~(L 8]. In situ IR spectroscopy has

been used, but most of the studies have been performed on zeolites after

reaction [1.81.

UV-VIS spectroscopy has also been used to invest.igate the ty~ of "coke"

formed e.g. the "coke" formed on dealummated H-mordenite during ethene

oligomerisa.tion was tburLdto be polyaromatic [1.. 8].

'H - 1:1(; cross polarization (CP) and magic angle spinning 01AS) l:lC-NMR

spectroscopy have been used to investigate the "coke" on zeolites [1.8, 1.42]

and can be used to discriminate between molecular species trapped inside the

zeolite and other species adscrbed onto a.c~ds1tes) rendering them insensi t1ve

to basic probe molecules. Forexample ZStl-5 aridmordenite have been analysed

by CP - t~ - tlAS-NtlR after methanol conversfon reactions. 13Q-el".riched

methanol was adsorbed. onto the zeolites :1.0. a NMR cell and after a period of

contact with air (one day or more) volatile fractions were zemoved, 'Ihe spent

catalysts were transferred into ·,theHAS spinner and analysed [1.421. The

carbonaceous de:f,'Ositson the spent ZSl1-5 and nordenrte catalysts were compared

semiquantitatively. Aliphatics (ma1.nlyisoparaffins) and alkYl benzenes were

found to form on'Z5I1-5 I whereas mainly poly aromatics were formed on mordt::nite

[1. 42J . Nordenite has larger pore dimensions than ZSt1-5, and can therefore

accomodate the bulky intermediates required for the formation of

polyaromatics. ·.Surface methoxy groups I' produced by the·alkylation of acidic

sites and bound to the framework of both catalysts, were observed. The~1e
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apeci.es are thoUght to have been trapPed in the zeolite :i.nt.racrlstalJ.ine

volumedue to pore blockage or very low diffusioll rates [1.42].

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EP~) has been used to study the radicals

formed that accompanythe formation of "coke" on zeolites. Thus the amount

and type of "coke" on zeolites can be determined [1.8]. 'l'wo types of EPR
,,$-'

signals wereobserved in "coked" ZSM-5 zeolites [lA3J. Thebroad signal was

repo.tted. to be due to the :free radicals of weaklycondensed ..coke" with a low

G I H ratio. The narrow signal was assigned to highly condensed "coke" with

a high C I H l'atio L e. polya.roTliaticplanar 'letworks of carbon with mobile

electrons (graphitic carbon).

A small part of the.: carbonaceous cofupoi.lndsin the zeoli toe pores has been

recovered by treating the "coked."zeolite wj:bhan organic solvent or flushing

with an inert gas at high temperatures [1.8J. Guisnet at el: [ 1.44] found that

no organics we:c~desorbed from zeolite Y, which had been .dea,otivated during

phenol alkylation reactdcns, under nitrogen at 200i>C [1.37J. Higher

temperatures and I or longer desorption periods milyhave been required. This

method of "coke" desorption will be discussed in chapter 6.

l1agnouxat al reported a solvent extraction technique for investigating the

chemical nature of the "coke" [1. 37, 1.8]. The zeolite structure was

desbroyed in hydro:tluoric acid, or by. ballmilling) and the organics were

leached ou;t. with methylene chloride. 'Ihe soluble "coke" coapounds were

analysed bygaSchromatography, high perfOrtM.hcelicrlid chl:omatQgt'aphy(HPLC).

lij_Nl1R. If{andmass. spet1troscopy C 1.8]• The methylene chlorid~~soluble .•coke"

componentwas·:foundto possess low polYarornatic character and was thought to

be deposited in the rnicropores. The insoluble "coke" componentwas thought

to be polyaromatic in nature and was deposited within the large zeolite cages,
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mesopores '~r as an external $nvelop~which. cgn retain the s~=tpeof the granule

aiter the ~eolite granule has been dissolved [1.37J. The insoluble "coke" Was
. . ,

filtered and analysed by TEtl [1.37J, This method. was used to study the

"coke" deposit.ed in zeolites Y, mordenite, H-ZSI1-5 and erionite during' n-..

. heptal'le cri;ioking t1.8J.
,

Themain componerrte vi the sol.uole "coke" isolatw.

from the various zeolites is shown in Fig. 11 [1.6]. Inso'lubfe" coke" was
~ ~?'

:tormedon th~ zeolites after different amounteof "coke" had been deposited

(2 ~~."coke" on zeolite Y and erionite and 4 % "coke" on H-ZGtH5)U. S]. Th.I::.·-
atomic R to C ratio of the inSOluble "coke" was f'ouncito be betHee'!l 0.4 and

0.5 on zeolite Y, H-ZStl~~5and eriorlit'e and 0.6 on mordenite [1.8]. This shows

that the insolUble "coke" was polYaJ!'omatic [L 8].

(S.h:U ',) (61~-11!:l1{)

©;P
(~Xl!.5~1(613 Kl

")0(. '.'
~
"

f;'
(e,SX8.5~1 (il131()

.6"",$

Cit,-@:
(G,3") (~8'KJ

NJ
(G.5XI2.5AJlni "I

fIG 11 : THE. trAIN COMPONENTS.OF mE SOLT~

ISOiJATED·. FROM ·YAf\!OUS ZEQLT'T'ES 11, 8j

Electron energy loss spectroscqpy has shown that the external. IIcoke" formed.

on zeolite Ydu..ringthe cracking of n-heptal1.econsisted of lineal:' arQmatic

chains as shown in Fig. 12 (a) U. 37] . The filaments of "coke" were observed

blA1.dl..::dtogether at the moubh of mesopcres and protruding out of the zeolite'
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ralcropores [1,37], ~y corrtrast , the" coke" formed on the external, surface of

H-ZSI1-5 was shown to consist of fllSed aromatic rings as shown in Fig. 14 (b)
,,

[1.371.

'.- :'.

'$o °
'0.•••...0 0..•.•.•.•.'°

. >"
i'·'

(a) (b)

ZEQLITE Y
ANDb) H-ZStl-5 DURINGTHE CRACKING OF 1'1:;HEPTANE [1.·371

. - . . ..

Sornecontroversy eXists·qs to the best '{,echniquewith which to identify the
actual components of the "coke" deposited in. deactivated zeolites, po, novel

teChnique of rele.asing and analysing the "coke" de:r:.l()sitedin zeolites will be

deEcribed· in' this ·disserta.ti(>h.

It has been shown that Z811-5does not return to its original state after

oxidative regeneration. even thc:)l.:tgh<thermogr.!l.virnetl."icanelysis and EPRshow

no residual form of "coke" on the regenerated zeolites C1.451. The change in

acidity of Z31t-5 during methanol convensacn and oxidative regeneration. has
. .

been studied b!1 Bibby et: 0.1 [1. 46]. They measured the chahg\~ in inte11$i.ty of

the f3ilanol and Bronsted acid d.tl:$ 1;Rbands at 3740 and 3910 cm-1 respeCtively

as well as the chemisorption of pyridine [L 46] . Only at % of the qriginal

$ronsted acidity and 55 % of the acidity due to silanol group$' was regained.

after regeneration [1.46)"
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The zeolites are thermally stable Up to temperatul,~s of 900"e and therefore

wouldnot be expected to be affected. by,the regeneration temperature of 600°0.

The 27AlNI1Rdata has shown that .deahmknatdon occurs during regeneration,

probably as a result of steam produced during the combustion of the
t'

carbonaceous products C1.45]. Dealuminatdon has been shown to cause a change
"

in the nature of the "coke" deposited, Le. the "coking." rate d.eorea.'3es and
»:

a more condensed "coke" is formed [1.45J:

DUring oxida.ti ve regeneration the· major products are CO and COa) but small

traces of othel.~ orgarrics may.be. present. To date thet:e has been no. analysis

of these "other" organics released during the regeneration of zeolites.
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CfU\Pl'ER TWO DEACTIVATION· OE SAPOs· DURING HE'll:fANOL· CONVERSION

2.1 SIT.:rGO--4LUHINQPHOSPHAT£ smUC'JWRES
.,to

Recently a newclass of molecular sieves have been synthesizetl from aluminium_

and phosphorousoxide tetrahedra, viz. alurninophosphates<ALPOs}-:[2.1]. Pure

alurninophospnate frameworl!.sare electroneutral, but can be modified by

isomorphoussubstitution of either aluminiumor phosphorus (.01'." both) during

synthesis .to producea negatively char:gectframework[2.2]. Thesesubstituted.

aluminaphosphate.molecular sieves are .•called lieArOs. Here specifically the

silicon substituted ALPOsare called. SdPQs. The specific structure of the

molecular sieve is indic<;1.ted.by a number.e, g. SAPO-34which is topographically

similar to the natural zeolite chabazite [2..3] discussed. in section {1.2. 3}

and. SAPQ-5 which bas a structure similar to ·the natural zeo.lite gmeli11.ite

[2. 4J discussed i'n section {L2.4}.

Thesynthesis of SAPOmolecular sieves has been further modified in order to

producemetal-iQn-containing SAPOca.t.::tlYsts.whichare denoted MeAPSOs.The

incorporation of a metal·Lon into the catal,yst i.s thought to decrease the acid

strength of the catalyst thereby improving the selectivity for Ce and 03

olefins [2. 5J . Incorporation of a metal into SAPO-34has beenshown to change

the distribution and strength of acid sites, but not the geometryof the

channel apertures [2.2], so the selectivity to light olefins is nob affected

by changes in 'the pore structure. The incorporation. of a metal is also

thought to help retard the deactivation process by cracking "coke"precursors

[2.6], A further advantage of the presence of transition metals (from 1 ppm
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to 20 wt %) is the repOrted promoti~n of the oxidation during regeneration

[2,6J. Inui has patented the synthesis of Ni-SAPO-34 fa,7J and shownthat

this catalYst Can produ.ce high selectivities (nearly 90 % at 450°(;) of

ethylene during methanol cOhversion [2,5J,

.. ..

The ALPO frameworkconsists of alternating ...IOsitively chat-gooalumtrdum and

negatively charged phosphorous tetrahedra, whichresult in overall neutrality

of the frarnewor}t[2.8J, Substit.ution ofSi In~ the frameworkin the place
. ~.. .

of·P creates an acid site· as the positiVely clLat"gedtetrahedral aluminiumis

not neutralized, as shownin Fig 13, Surfa.ce hydroxyIs also impart weak

Bro~ed acidity to the zeolite.

Temperature-Ptograrn..'llecic.esorption and thermogravimetric analysis (TPD-TGA)

using isopropylamine 'as' a probe moleoule'has been used to showthat' there is

one acid site per frameworkSi in SAPOs with a low silicon content, (0.48 mol

% Si) [2.9}. J:sopropylaminet.;as sh9Wh to decomposeto pr()pen~and ammoniaat

the ,sametem:peratu.t's(between300 arid 375o,C) on H-ZSH-5 and SAPOs. but not on

ALPOs. Thenumberof.propene and ammoniamolecUlesthat desorbed ::fromfl-ZStl-5

corresponded. to one molecllle per frameworkAl. whereas fut" the SAPOsi't was

close to the number of Silicon atoms incorporated into framework. This

confirms that the acid sites in low silica SAPOsare formed by isolated S1

atoms. In SAPOswith high Si contents (>16mol % S1) "tI.€i numberoipropene

and ammonia molecules desorbed was less than the number of S1 atoms

incorporated. into the frameHork. Therefore some of the S1 mayhave been

incorporated. as 81-Si pairs in the place of AI...? pairs [2.9].
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FIG 13 Acid. sites on the SAPOframework

Weiszand Frilette first used the term "shape-selective catalysis" in their

report on the selective dehydx'atiollof n-butanofcver the harroWpore zeolite

A [2.10]. Iso-butanol was shown,to .::e too large to react within the pores

[2.10]. This concept, has been shown to be extremely important to the

petroleum and petrochemical industries e. g. methanol, can now be converted

selecti vely to. light olefins lOr gasoline ..depending on the catalyst used

[2. 11]. The specific diameter of the molecular sieve channels limits both

the entry of certain reactants and the: exit of large products into and out

of the crystal structure. SAPf\-.34is a small poremolecular sieve, 50 'the

products of methanol conversion over this molecular sieve are limited. to

light olefins [2.12]. SAPO-5 has a mediumpore structure, so the 5electivi+~"

for 0" products is greater than over SAPO-34[2.8] and larger mol.eculee like

hexamethylber.zene are formed (2. 8] .

The conversion of methanol over silioo-aluminopho,sphates has 'been patented
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Union Carbide [2.t3]~ aet.hanol conversion over SAPO-34in pe;rticular is

reported. to give selectivities to light olefins (Ga -G..J of greater than 88

% with 100 % conversion of methencl, [2,1.2, 2.14. 2.15J. Howeverrelative:

short useJ~ul· catalytic lifetimes were reported. The need for 'frequent

regenerations lG,d work~_'sat UnionCa.l'bid,~to develop a SAP(}--$4catalyst wbich

coul.d be use.d in a fluidized· bed reactor which was cycled between reaction end
v:

regeneration modes [2. 121. The small ...pore framework of SAPO-34 constrains the

product distribution to the Ge -G" ra:'1ge [2.12]. Very low levels (4~7 %) of '.

saturated hydrocarbons (methane, ethane, propane and butane) have been

detected [2.12J whj_chshews that there is ~nsufficient surface react.::tv:,cy in

silico ....alumlnophosphates for hyd'fide transfer to occur for the convezsfon of

olefins to saturated hyfu'c...art-:' A} Within the C4 irq,ction dl{lly 1~

butene, cis-butene, tl"ans-butt;:Jl '110. no isobutene or isobutane

have been detected. t2 .15] . This "'I.)U,,,,,,,, ,w that there is a stede

constraint on the production '1tld/or ,.,t.~ .iched .hydrocarbons. No

aromatics were observed. in the gaseous effluent. whichmay indicate that ei"bher

the actd sites are too weak for arom(l,tization to occur" or. that aromatics are

formed but the pore sdze is too small to permit them to diffuse out of the

pore structm"e, ~tethane (4 %) and COz (4.5 %) were detected. in the product,

stream, but 75 % of the methane and COawas shown to result .fromthe reaction

of methanol on t·he walls of statruess steel reactors [2. 12]. The selectivity

to ethylene was shownto increase with temperature, while the selectivity to

butene decreased [2. 12J. An ethylene selectivity of 61 % has been achieved

at 450&C,using a methanol WHSVof O.B h~l, a water WHSVof 2,0 h-I and a

nitrogen carrier gas flowrate of 5 ml/min [2. 12J. Th4 SAPO-34Was active (100

% methanol conversion) for 5 to 11 hours depending on the reaction temperature

[2. 12J. The molar ratio of p.thylene to propylene in the hydrocarbon product,

was shown to increase when aromatic dt luents with molecules with kinetic

diameters greater than the average pore size of SAPO-34were used (e. g.
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benzene and toluene) [2.13] .

.
Marohiand Froment have also studied the conversion Of·methanol·over SAPQ-34

[2.15]. In their study the yield o£ olefins was found to increase at higher

L'eaction temperatures, at lower silicon/aluminium ratios and greater

percentages,of water Lnbhe feed [2.15],·. They suggested that wateroornpeted

withox.ygenated and hydroc"tr'bontncle,1u.lesfOr the strotlg acid sites, thereby

limiting further reacti0ns of the olefins [2.15J. The numberof acid sites

decreases during deactivation, as .less olefins were cotlverted into paraffins

[2. 15J.

Hydrocarbon iormatii':;mfrom methanol on SAPO-34 has been investigated. by

Anderson ei: 8.1 [2.16] and Xu et: 8.1 [2,17]· in c. closed static system by '11.",8 ....

NMR.Samplesof SAPO-34 and methanolwere sealed in Pyrex glass tubes, heated

to various temperatures for various periods of time and subsequently quenched

in liquid nitrogen. The samples wel~ethen analysed. by 13C tlAS-N11Rand the

adsorbed productl3were comparedto gaseotl,Sproducts obtain~dunder the same

conditions in a flo\-/ throttgh reactor [2.16].

Andersonet: a.1 [2. 16J E'~10wedthat more03 species were present in the adsorbed

products than C1 and 02, but in the gaseous products Ct speci.es were the mest

abunoant»,follo.wed by O2 and Cs. OnlY5 to 10 % of the ·Cs· speoies found in the

adsorbed phase were observed in the gas-phase. Above 27060 the diffusion

coefficients for methaneI ethane and propane can be expected to be of the same

order in chabaai.te type structures, therefore addi.tional constraints on

diffusion of the C3 fraction must have been present. Branched a.liphatics up

to C6 were·observed in the adsorbed phase, but. not in :::'heIgaseoUSphase

[2.16]. These branched aliphatics must have formed. inside the SAPO---34

cavities and were incapable of leaVing the ca.vities even a't 370'~C. Anderson
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et sl [2. 161 Sug'geste<i that branched hydrocarbons partially block the poL'e

system and >thereIore :I:,'letardthe diffusion of the 0::1species. It is therefore
,

net sufficient to only consider Crystallographic pore dimensions in order to
predict shap¢-"selectivity of a catalyst. Furthermore, this inte17ference of

i:.hf:.diffusion of 03 produ.cts by branched hydrocarbons l indicates that the

catalyst could: be made more selective for OR and C3 speqies if occluded~. . - -., . ... - - - :. .
,"

material or large cabtons are inCOrpOrated into the catalyst [2.:1.6J. These

occluded spe¢ies could.prevent br-anched hydrocarbons from fot'Ining'and impose.

some CQl1Stra~nt so i~hat only Ca and Ga species diffUSe out of the

intracrystalline SpaCel3[2.16J.

Higher olefin selecti vit,y was obtained in the flo'.-!thr'ough reactor system due

to shorW:!."residence t,imes [2. 17J. The olefins were flushed out .of the

zeolit.e before they realcted further. The concentration of Citparaffins in

the static Systein decreased when the temperature increased above 400°0. It

was thought that the 04 paraffins were convened into aromatics by

dehydrogenation and disproportionation reaotions [2. 17J. Aromatics were

observed. in the adsorbed phase after methanol conversions at temperatures

above 40QoCT2.L7J. EAPQ-34 has weaker acid sites than 4S11....5. therefore the

conversion of alkanes to aromat.ics is expected to be lower [2.17J. An

increase in the residence time and reaction temperature increased the

proportion of aromatics observed. in the adsorbed phase I but no aromatics were

detected in the gaseous phase as they were too bulky to diffuse out at the

SAPO-34 cavities [2.173. The concentration of ethane increased when the

t.emperature. increased above 450°0, which indicates thai:. ethane could be a

side pzoduct during the formation of aromatics or cracki.ng reactions.

The 13Q-l1AS NHRsignals fr-ommethanol and DMEadsorbed on SAPO-34were broad J

indicating that methanol and/or D1i£ are strongly bound on SAPO-34. After
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convere'ion ~.nto.hydrocarbons the aliphatic' resonences were mUdhnarrower which.

indioated that the non-polar hydrocarbons \I{ereless strongly bound than the

rJOlar oX~7genates·[2.16].

The catalytic conversion of methanol Clver.SAPO-5 has been' studied OY Das et:

dJf2.8] in.a fixed bed continuous flow reactor at $5aQC and a rnethanol WHSV
-~'.

. - - -. .

of O.6 tt'. The gaseous products consisted of 33 to 57 wt % olefins j while

the liquid products cornpdsed hydrocarbons in the boiling range 98-320 QC. The

selectivity to C" produots (30 to 50 wt %) E2.8] was enhanced eompared to

SAPO-34 (21 wt %) [2.18] under the sam~conditions, due to the wider pore

dirnensions. A sigrd.ficant. amo).mtof .solid ·hexamethylbenzene.was also fotrned

(7 wt ~6).

The structure ofSAl'O-34 , with small pore openings into the large superc:-tges,

restricts the -transport of reactants arid products to only strai....,l"rt·chain

paraffins and blefit1E [2.11]. The large cages are sllfficiently large to

facilitate the formation of "coke" precur~30Y.'S,but dea.ctivatiot1 is expected

to occur whendiffusion of aromatics out, elf the cages is restricted.

SAPO-5 .has larger pores tha.n SAl'(j-,34 which allows the .interrnediat,es fol:'

hexamet,hl'lbenzenebranched hydrocarbons to form. and does not inhibit the

diffJ..\sion of the hexamethy'lbenaeneout of the 2;eolUe C2.8). The pores are

there:eore large enough for the ini Mal IIcoke" precursors to form too.

Deactivation by "coke" depOsition only occurs when"coke" mol.ecul.esbecometoo

bulky to diffuse out of the pores.
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Temperature programmed desorption (Tf'O) of dimuthyl ether (OME) and ethene

from SAPO-34, metal substituted SAPOs O'teAPSOs) and H--ZSM-5 a:t'ter methanol

adsorption has. been used. to show that the acid strength 6f SAPO·-34is lower
..

than that of tfeAPSOswhich in turn is lower -chan H-:ZSI1-"5C2~2]. The

temperature of the Dl.1Edesorption ~eaks showed that the 11e;;"WH) ...p group .in

MeA..PSO...34 samples were more aqidic tMn the Si-COID-AI groUPs in SAPO-34and

MeAPSO-34. but less than the Si"'(OH)~Algroups in H-ZSt'l"'5[2.2]

D,,;,ffuseReflectance Infrarw .Fourier Transform spectroscopy 6f someSAPOshave

.shovn .that, bridging. Si - com -AI gl;'Ol.lPS ..are present [2. 3.9J . O~11y.aluminiurn

hydroxy-Is are present in SAPO-34,Whereas in, other SAPOs(e. g. SAPO-ll [2.15J)

silicon and phosphoro1..l.shydroxylsal.~e also present [2. 15J. The silicon and

phosphorous. hydroxyIs are less acidic than aluminium hydroxyls.

The formation 01 nexamethyLbenzene during methanol, conversion over SAPO-5

requir. the catalyst to have dehyrlrcigenation ,;J,ctivity and weak acidic

properties, so that the intermediate can proceed through an allyl int~~rmediate

[2. 8J . Electron transfer b-.::tweent.h!~weak acid centres and the allyl group

generates a radical--like speCies ,-"hichundergoes dimerizat )n, cyclization,

oyldativedehydrogenation and alkylation to form hexatnethylbenzene [2.8] in

the same way that "coke" is formed.

2.6 "Q'JKE" fQRI1ATION ON_Sl\PQs. DURING miNPL CONVERSION

';_herehas been only one report to date on the deactdvatdon of. SAPOcatalysts

during the converaion of methanol [2.151. Uarchl. and Froment ~tated that the

deactivation of SAPO-34 occurs in two stage;:1 [2.15]. Initially there .is slow
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deactiv.atiQn of the...acid sites as oligomers and "coke" precUrso.it'sadsorb onto- - . - - - .

them. In the '••second stage there is a drastic deactivation caused by pore

blockage \-lith bulky hydrooarbons. they suggested that the linear compounds

e. g. light oleiiri.$, paraffins and oligomersl can migrate. from.the small pores

to the large cavities and subseqlJei1tlyinteract with thelstrong acid sites.
" .

The light olefins and oligomers can react together in ~he cavities to fonl!~,.. .

heavier oligomers whiohgrow to be too bulkY to leave the cavities [2.15J,

However.no study on the char.3.cterization of the "coke" resPonsible for the ..;

deactivation of SAPOs has been pl,tblished.

IncreaSing the" reaction temperature a.bove 427°0. lbwering the

silicon/aluminiu.rllmolar ratio (from 0.15 to 0.05) a••d fnm'easing the water

content of the .feed (from 0 to 70 wt %) were all :foundto decrease the rate

of "coke" formation on SAPO-34 during methanoLconversion [2.15J. The

strength and concentration of acid sites was reduced b~>the Hater adsorbed

onto them, and this decreased aromatisation and "coke"fOt'ffiatioht2.15J. The

coricenbratdon"of acid sites also decreased whenthe silicon/aluminium ratio

decreased [2.15]. Thedeactivation at SAPO-34 was found to be morestrongly

affected by the strength of the acid site.9 and the pore structure, than ' 'the

concentration of acid sites [2.15].

Deactivated SAPO-34 catalysts have been regenerated by burning off the

carbonaceous deposit in flowinb air at 500°0 for 1 to 2 h [~.12]. The

conversion of methanol over SAPO-34 which bad 'been used for 55

reaction/regeneration cycles wasslightly lower than OVerfresI SAPO~34, but

the selectivity to light olefins was the aame t2.201. XFS studies on the

SAPD-34 catalyst regenerated 55 times showed that someof the aluminiumhd.d
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;!: migrated to the sma.ce. Therefore the number of .:1.cid site;; had decreased

I 2. 20] . 'fh:i.~ could have been due to hydrothermal. deal.uirdnatdcn (2. 20] . The

catalytic activity of t,he lower part of the cai;.alY.:"3tbed was slightly higher

than at. the top of the catalyst bed which indicates that thel1e \./8,S sequential

deactivation along the catalyst bed [2.20 J .
'.

t, ,
The crYstallinity of the

cata.lyst framework, as determined by X:-r~y diffraction (XED), was shown to be/~ .' - - - -- '. . -._ - -. "_

unaffected.after :f~fteen conversion/ regeneration cycles [2. 12J.
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CIIAPTER·THREE
,

CATALYST· PREPARATIQN AND CHARAGl'ERI1.l'l'lmi

3.1 INTROPUCTIOl{

".
In order to study the deactivation due to "coke'; formation on

SAPOcatalysts during methanol conversion, batches of SAPO-34,

SAPO-5, Ni...SAPOand s:i.licon-modi:fied SAPQ-34were prepared. The

fo't'mation of "coke" on H~ZSM-5 during mebhano l, conversion

experiments has been studied and reported in great detail te.g.

3.:1.J, and was therefore studied in conjunction with the SAPOs.for

conlPa.rison purposes ...

The integrity of the prepared SAPO-34, SAPO~5, Ni-SAPO and

silicon;....modified SAPO"--34,as well 8.S the treated ZSM~5j was

determined by X-·ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray flUorescence

CXRFJspectroscopy. The atomic frameworks of the SAPO-34 and

H-ZSl1....5 were analysed by magic angle spinning nu.clear magnetic

resonance (l1AS-NMR) spectroscopy_ The ac Ld sites on the

catalysts were analysed by temperature programmed desorption

CTPD) of ammonia.

3.2 EIPERlMEHIAk

3.2,1 Treatrn~nt of ZSM-t>

Powdered ZSM-5was ammoniumion...-exchanged with 1MNH"NOa(250 ml

per 200 g of ZSM-5) at room temperature for 15 hours. The ZSH-5
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was subsequently rins'ed three times ~.rith distilled, deioni:~ed

water and then dried. (lOQoC, 4h) and calcined (650°0, 4h) to

leave the ZSM-5 in the acid form (H-.ZSl1-5). The H-Z8M-5 was

pelletized using· a S'pecac h~tdraulic press, 5 tons pressure .and

a 20 mm die. The pelletized catalyst was then cru~hedl sieved

and the part~cles between 850 .and 1150 {1lrt i t size were retained,
?'

3,.2.2 Synthesis of 6_,APO::34

The SAPO-34, catalyst 'wasprepa;red according to a method described

by Inui et: ~J [3.2]. Alumini1,lmisOproI>oxide (0,20 mol) was ada.ed

to 3.88 mol of distilled, deionized water, under nitrogen, with

vigOr01,lq stirring. Ortho--phosphoric .aGid .CO.283 mol) and finely

divided Silica (0.06 mol) were similarly added. 'I'he template,

tetraethylammonium- hydroxide (TEAOH) (0. 10 ml.) was then added and
. ".." .'.

the mixture homogenized in an ul traso:p.ic bath. The gel was

: charged to a teflon linedstai:p.less steel autoclave (rar;t') using

5.55 mol of extra W'ater to transfer the last part of the geL

The autoclave was PUrged with nitrogen, heated to 16(l.~O at

1.5°G I min, then to 2001)0at 12~C!h, and held there for 4 to 15

hours under autiogenous pressure (400 psi). The catalyst waS

recovered by centrifugation, washed th'l;'ee times with distilled,

deionized water, dried (1200-0, 15h) and calcined in a.ir (6000G,

6 h). The SAPO·-34 waS pelletized, crushed and sieV~d, as

described in.'section {3.2.11, to give particle sizes between

850 IIlrl and 1150 /llO .•
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3.2.3

SAPO-5 waSprepared using the same tM~thodas for SAEO-34, using

one quarter of the Nater and twice! as much TE1\OHterc~late.

Aluminium isopropoxide (2.203 mol) was '"hydrolysed with
r,...., distilled, deJonized water (23.3 mol). Ortha-phosphoric acid was

added s.lowly (2.285 mol) followed w'y" flnely divided si1ico3. (0.657

mol) and TEAOH(0.11 mol). The mixtu.re was placed in an 800 ml

autoclave which was subsequently p1urgedwith nitrogen. The

autoclave waSheated to 160°C at 1. f:~oC I min, then to 2001)0 at

121)G / h , and held there for 15 houxa under autogenous pressure

(400 ps·i). The catalyst was recovered: by centrifug'ation, washed

3 times in distilled, deionized water, dried (1000G, 4 h) and

calcined (550°0, 6 h). The SAPO~f~ catalyst was pelletized,

1150 pro, as describf';d in section f3,2.1}.

3.2.4 Synthe~is of Me-SAPO,

Nickel hydroxide waf:)prepared by dissolving nickel sulphate

(30.0 g) in water (60 ml) follol<ledby- the addi.rc.ionof 3 M sodium

hydroxide (sO nil) ~ The 11ickel hYdroxide was recovered by

centrifugation and washed three tiI(leS in distilled, deionized

water. The nickel hydroxide was converted into nickel acetate

by the add!tion of acetic acid (13.7 g) and Subsequent

evaporation of the excess acetic acid. A 87.3 % Yi¢ld of nickel

acetate was obtained and this salt tifasused in the SYnthesis of!

Ni-SAPO. using a: method described' by Inui L3.3]. The molar

ratios of the synthesis mixture were
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:v .2 Ni 1.0 A1 0.2 Si 1.0 P 0.5 TEAOH.

The synthesis mixture was crystallized for 2 days at t506-C under

autogenous preEjSure, washed three times in distilled, deioniz:ed
;

water, dried (100I)C, 4h) and calcined (550" C, 15h). The Ni-SAPO

was pelleti.zed, crushed and sieved to give partial€.! siz.es between

850 {1m. and 1150 ¢.n, as described. in section {3.2 .iJ.

3.2.5 ~on of SAPO-3A

A portion of the SAPO"'::J4.(prepared by the method ,described in

section 3.2.2) was modified wit.h trimethyl-silYlchlOl~ide in an

attempt to decreaSe the activity. and hence "coke" formation, on

the surface of the· catal)tr;q" This silylating agent is t ;l.lky

to errcer the pores of SAPO....'~'1 and therefore does not deactivate

the hydroxyl sites ~-7ithin the por6!s of c.3.talyst. Trimethyl

silylchloride (0.80 g) was dissQl'~ed in '{.20 g of xylene and the

rai.xtiur-e was added to 10.0 g of SA:PO-:34. The xylene i-7C"LS

evapor atied off at ncom tew-'erature for 4. hours and then the

catalyst was dried at 1100 C for 15 hours ..

3.2.6 {illaragteriza.tionof' thecatslysts

The cry.stallinj,t·1 of the catalysts t-1as anaLvaed by XRDusing a

Philipps PW'1050 XRD spectrometer. The moLaz composition of each

of the catalysts Has G..t termined on a Phillips 1410 XRF

spectrometer.

The atomic framework of the SAP()~31 catalyst, was analysed by MAS·-
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NMR spectro$copy at tl"Le Oounqil for Scientlf Lo ...dnd Indu.strial

Research (CSIR), Pretoria, using a Bruker AM300 MAS-NMR

s.pectrO~118ter,tlsin.g spectroscopically pure oxides o:r.AI. Si and

lP as the reference rnaterials

." .. :

The acids:tte5 'on the catt;;l.lyst.s ·t-1erealso analysed· by ammonia 1'PD

analysis; The ca:t.al:rst. sample was degassed under. ? stream of

heliuln, heat~:ng to 700°C at 10"'C I tnin anr' maintaining this

terapel:'atl.l.:re for 30 minutes before cooling tmder he l Lum.

sample was th!''ln saturated 't.vi th ammonia at room tem]?erature and

then. heat.ed, to 100"e td desorb any condeneied" or partially

adsorbed ammonia. 'I'he tempel::'ature was then raised to 700*·0 at

10l:>C / min and the ammonia which desorbed Wet' . "'nitered by a

thermal conduci:.:i;vity detector.

3.3

3 .3 .1.1 R-ZSt1-5

The XaD :Pattern obtained for the fl_,ZSM-5is shown in Fig. 14 and

the XaD data iis listed in Table III. The molar r,.tios of Al and

5i in the ZSM-5were found to he 1.0 Al ~ 18.:3 8i (95 % 8i),

using. XRFspeQtroscopy.
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3.3.1.2 .~

The XRDpattern of the sYnthesized SAl?O-34 OH. 15) closely

matched. the XRUdata re:7orted for SAPO-34[3.2] as shbwn in Table

IV ..

~ ...s 900
>.
.;.>.....
II)
t::
.~ 600
c
H

300

~-4-0-+,"-I-+'-+"'-~-+--+--+--f.-4-,4<'..:4--I , .. ,. I . I I I I I 1 , , \-~ '4--~..-.4
30 40 50 GO

Two theta (CuI
o fO 20 70

UGJJJiE_llt: XED PATTEE~l FQR'SAPO-3.4;

The molar ratios of the sYnthesized SAPO-34 were found to he

1.00 Al : 0.27 Si : 0.86 P which corresponds to the range of

molar ratios reported for SAPO-34(1.00 Al ; 0.10-0.30 S1 ; 0.9-

0.70 P) [3.41.
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20 INTENSITY

6

I
9.7 100
13.1 21

3.3.1.3 M£.Q::li

The XRDdata obta.ined for the synthesized SAPO-5 corresponded to

the data reported in the literatl.1.re [3.4]. as shown itt Table V.

The XRDpattern is shown in Fig 16. The molar ratios of the

synthesi:1{ed SAPO-5 'Rere found to be 1.00 Al; 0.2281 0.93 P

which is within the range of ratios reported for SAPO-5 (1.01) Al

o . 1-0 . 6 Si : O.9-1 .0 P) (3. 4 I .
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3,$.1.4 Ni-;SAEQ.

reported data [3.51.
t

The XR~pattern and data obtained, along

Tne molar ratios '0£ the Ni-SAPOcatalyst ~ere found to be
. .

n .2 Ni ; 1.Q Al :. 0.2 8i : 0.8 P, which is consistent with the

with the reported data for Me~SAPO-5and Me.-SAPQ ....34. are shown. r

in Fig 17 and '1'ah:leVI, .. '.rhe s};nthesized catalyst Has f ound to...
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TABLK··VI XED Dl\TAOF Ni-BAPO [;,ND OTHER Me..-S/lPOs
F . . .. .. ==:::..

~ Ni-c-SAPO ·f REPORTED 11e-SAP0-34! RE1>ORTED Me-SAPO~5 I
it I -
rr 29 INTENSITY 29 INTENSITYri.~--~~--~~--~~~+-------~
~ 11'.3 61
J!

ij
!. 12,8 '17
ff
li
n;l
II
!!
IIu
!r
il
!1 25.-8
11'J 29.0
J!I' 30.0
U 34.5
11 37.8
11 58.6
~

19.6

9 . .5
12 ..9
16.0

20.8 W-17'5

m....vs
.1);"" to
i:tW-1\\

:37

21.0 50
25.1

43
23
22
28
18··
1.9

30.5

3..3.1.5 S:iliccm-TrlQdifieC SAPQ"';~4

I
I
1
·1

!
I
I

I
I
!
!

I
I

7.3

19.6'

21.2
22.3
25.8

T-it-m

H-VS
m- vs

vw-to

The XRD data .obtained f.or the silicon IOodifi~.d SAPO-34 was

similar to that obtained for SAPO-34 as shown itt Table VIr. The

XRF analysis showed t,hat t.he molar ratios of the silicoh-trJodiiied

8APQ~34we~e 1.0 Al : 0.1 8i : 0.8 P which shows that the silicon

content did not increase during the modification as expected, or

that the 81 content increased by such a. small amount; that the

difference could not be detected by XRF ana17sis. The XRD

the peak at 26 = 20.05 had decreased.

pattern, as shown in<Fig 18. was the same as for SA.PO-34! except
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TABLE VIr JED DATA OE SILICON-MODIFIED SAPO-3!

AND SAP~

2@
SILICON MODIFIED SAPQ--34 UNMODIFIED SAPO-34====*=========~=================~

2€9 INTENSITY
9.7

13.1
16.3
20.5
20.9
21.6
22.1
23.0
23.3

INTENSITY
9.7 100

13.1 21
16.3 10
17.9 6
20.4 17
20.9 24
21.5 13

26.4

100
25
20

shoulder
50
36
6
8

10 23.2 6
23.7 4
25.1 5
26 ..2 7
28.3 3
29.9 1
31.0 34
32.0 3
34.9 3
35.6 2

49.2 2

I
i

I
u

I
I
I

~========================================================~

31.3
31.9
35.7
38.4
44.6

18

23
6

6
6
5
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3.3.2 Solid sta~e magic angle spinnip,g- n1JQlea~ magn¢tic

The 2.7Al, :l1p and. <!'1Si l'1.A>:J-Nl'1Rspectra of SAPO-34 are ahonn in Fig

~.,... . t· ~7" 1 d 2",....· M"',....· M'AT"I .t. f· VT .. 7,t"'I" {'5 -t •l..::ta and . r.te ~.!t_ an 01. l.u1o.""'hi:J£l spec cra 0 n-",,~r1....: are sncwn J.tJ,

Fig 19b.
,,1' •

....• :

"

FIG 19a MAS....NMB SPEC'I'RA OF SAJ.?Q::M
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InGURE 19b : MAS--NMR SPECTRA OF H-.Z8M~5

The 1!7Al signals obt,:iined fer H-ZSM-5 at -9 ppi.', and 40 ppm

relative to aluminium trichloride hexahydrate shol-7 that A,l was

present in both oot.ahedz-e.L and tetrahedral env i.ecnmerrte

respectively. The octahedral Al is due to non-framei.(lork Al [3. 8J .

The ratio of tetrahedral to octahedral sites was :3: 1

J:_·espectively. In SAPO-34 only a ~7Al signal at 58 :P},..u due to

tetrahedrallY co-ordinated A1 was observed.

A strong SIp signal at -30 ppm relatiVe to GaHPO"and two

sidebands was observed for SAPO-34. This is typical of P(41U)

environments in AIP04 [3.6 j.
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A 2'1Si single peak of.· very lOH intEmsity was observed at -84_ ppm

r-eLat.Lve to tetr'amethy1silane whioh corresponds to Si(4Al) units

[3.7] . The absence of a 2'1Si signal in the -110 region shows

that no amorphbus s21ica was present [3.'71. A 298i peak at --96

P1?mrelative to tetra!oe.thylsLla~l.ei with a shou.lder in the -100

J;-,ilffi region, was observed. for H-ZSM-5. This corresponds to Si in

Si (2Al) and Si OAl) environments [3.8]

The fra.mework ·0£ SAPO-34 was therefore. shown to be a matrix of

aluminium and phosphorous oxide tet,rahedra, with occasional

silicon oxide te-'"vrahedra substituting the phosphorous o;K.ide

tetranTIdra, as shown in Fig 13 of section {2.2}. This model is

in accordance with Loewenstein's rule in that no AI-O-AI linkages

were observed [3.8J.

roed deso1:"ptionstudies

Spectra of the temperature prograrnmed desorption of ammonia from

H-ZS11~5, SAPQ-34 and SAPO-5 ar.e shewn in Fig 20. Desorptiorl of

physisorbed ammon'i.a, which was not evacuated off t HaS found at

2080>C, 218°G arid ZOO°C for H-ZSM-5, SAPO~34 and SAPO-5

respectively. Desorption of ammonLa adsorbed onto the acid sites

of H-ZSM....5, SAPO-.'34and SAPO-5 was observed at 4250'0, 3500'C and

268()oG respectively. This shows that strong acid sites ~ere

present in H-ZSM-5. weaker acid sites were present in SAPO-34 and

-the weakest acid sites were present. in SAPO-5.
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'FIG 20

l;

b) SAPO"'34

c) SAPO-5
18GQ

31iil

880

?GIl

,6g9[:

TPD SPECTB.A OF a) H-ZSM-5. b) SAPO-,3A__BND e) SAPO-5
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The "leak acid sites are probably due to surface hydroxyls, while

the stronger aoi.d sit6s are most likely bridgingSl..,QH-8.l groups.

OnlY one type'o:f weak acid site was observed in 8APO-34, due to.
aluminium hydroxyls according to studies d'Lscuaeed in section

{2.5} by Marohi et: a1 [a.iO}. Marohi ei: a1 reported that

phosphorous and sili.con hydroxy-Is were fOrJ.ndin SAPO-ll, so the

additional weak Br-onat.ed acid site observed in SAPO-5was Illost

likely due to oue or both of these hydroxyl groUps.

3 A CONCLnSIONS

Authentic batches of H-ZSM.,.,5,SAPO-34, SAPO-5, Ni-SAPO and

silicon modified SAPO-34were prepared. The framework of SAPO-.34

was shown to, consist of isola'ted Si atoms substituting

phosphorous in a neti-wrk of :phosphorous and aluminium tetrahedra.

The 8i atoms in ZSM-5 were shown to be in S i (2AI , 2~ 1. ) or

8i ClAl, .38i} tetrahedral environments. Strong Bronsted acid 5i tes

were only observed in H-ZSM-5, while weak Bronsted acid sites

were observed in H-ZSM-5, SAPO-34and SA.PO-5due .to bridging Si-

OH-AI groups. Additional weak Brotisted acid sites :'(.Iereobaez-ved

in SAPO-B, :possibly due to P-,OH or 'OH groups.
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CliAPTER FOQR.. DEA:,.,l'IVATION OF CATALYSTS DURING METHANOL.

CONVERSION : MEASUREMENT. OF "'1QKlL.

DEPOSITION
"

/"

4.1 INTRODUC.T.IQf:!

There have been many reports on the conversion of methanol over

SAPOcat!;,lysts [4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6] but; to date "there

has been only one report on the deactivation of S,APOsduring

methano].. convez-s Lonf4.3J, and no report on the charaoterization

of the deposited "coke".

The ZSN-5, SAPO-34, SAPO-5, Nt-SAPOand silicon-modified SAPO~34

catalysts were all usad in methanol convers:tO!l reactions under

the same condit ions so that a comparative study on the

deactivation rate due to "coke" formation could be assessed.

The relative effects of the carbonaceous deposits on the surface

areas and pore volumes of the various catalysts were determined

to investigate the mode and rate of deactivation due to "coke"

formation. A steady decrease in surface area and :pore voLume

would indicate that the "coke" 'Wasdeposited uniformlY through

the catalyst. Alternatively, a rapid decrease in both surface

azea and por-e volume would indicate that the deactivation was due

to pore blockage. If the rate of loss of activity decreased more

rapidly than the surface area. and pore volume, the deactivation

could be ascribed to the poisoning of acid sites [4.7].
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A Etatistlcally designed series of eight methanol corNersian
.. : ...

experiments wa,_ "onducted to investigate the degree of· "coke"

formation on SAPO-34 during. methanol convexed.on reactions undex

various condf.t.Lons . The effects of temperature, react;:i.on

pressure and degree of dilution of the methanol feed(with water,

on the forrnation of "coke.". w-ere investigated, The amount of

carbon as weil as the densities of the spent catalysts were

determined in order to investigate. the formation of "coke" on the

catalyst under the 'various conditions.

The oxygenates and hydrocarbons adsorbed onto the surface of

SAPO-34 during: methanol conversion· ~ere observed by in sLta

diffuse ref Lecbanoe infra-red spectroscopy (DRIFTS!, The effect

of metha.nol con1fersion 011 SAPO-34 has previo{.lsly h=en

investigated using ex situ and in situ DRIFTS [4.8 and 4.4

respectively]. The 'WeaklyacidiC ~L-QHand P-OHgroups on the

outer surface of the crystallites were observed at 37$5; 3740 and

3680 em? [4.8]. The more intense bands at 3625 and 3600 em"

have been ass:tgned to Si~OH-Al groups arising from the

Lsomoz-phous substitution of Si for P in the framework [4.8].

These bands have also been observed in SAPO-5 [4. 8] . The band

at 3625 em"! corresponds to Si-OH-Al groups which form weak

compLexea Hit,h hydrogen fa weak base) J whereas the Si-OH...Al

groups which give a stretching vibration band at 3600 cm-1do not

interact with. hydr-ogen [4.8]. The former hydroxyl group is

probablY located in the inner spaces of the hexagonal prisms

where they are hydrogen bonded to the neighbouring Q2tygenanions

of the fra.mework [4.81. Both types of hydro;x:yl groups interact

with stronger bases and have the Same acidity as tjhe Si··OH-AI
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hydroxyls in. SAPQ-5 (-1.81. A, band. at 3950 cm'" wa.sdetected and

was assigned to the out-;of-plane bending of the bridged hydroxyl

groups [4.81. No aromatics wE$revisible [4.41, although their

presence has been observed by Ml\SNMR[4.4 J.

The stret~.h.ingand bending vibrations of various oxygenates Cind
. . , . .

hydroca.rbons on the surface of zeolites f as report~d. by numexous

authors [4.'7, ~.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, 4 ..12, 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15),

are summarized in Table VIII.

IE CHEMICAL SlIIF,!,SOF S.PECIES ADSQRBED ON
ZEOLITE SURFACES

~ CHEMICAL SHIFT I
it. (.cm-t) !r- ... < 1200 ! 81-0 and AI-O linkages
t ·1' Iij 1315-·1410 C...H· vibrations of ~
~ l un.saturated compounds . .~

~1;:·,·.···1 ·£111460 Asymmetric methyl bend of· .....•....:•.
. adsorbed MEOH .

!l----------------!----~-...;;;..:.;;;,:;....:;=,;;:=-::;.-:,;;=-::.~~--___l!'

! ~1410-16_20. Aromatic :rings It

1550~1700 I C=C stretching of olefins ~I

CHEMICAL LINKAGES

I

iL
~Ii

1625 Adsorbed water
1550-1900 C:::O stretching of carbonyl

compounds

I
'IrI!· 3000- 3100
1I

2fi(lO~3000

.'

Si-OH-Al stretching

3500 Stretch Vibrations of H.....
bonded OH groups

~'360a_., 3625

~ 3B80~3800
it

11P--OR.andAl-OR stretching H
'I
:1
I

3950 Qut--of-plane Si--OH-Al.. .. ~:,'
bending ==:J!
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4.2 ~L..

4.2.1 J,1etha:ho]qonyersion ~$(Qe:r:.i!!lents

Methanol conversion studies were carr ied out in a stainless steel

fbt6d bed reactor as shc)l.:[n..in' Fig 21. Pelletiied catalyst

betHeen pOO and 850 IilO in s.t.ae ,":;;;8 used. The metihanoI feed was

diluted with water (30 wt % dilution unless stated Qther~lise) and

pumped into the. reactor via an electricalljr heated evapor-at.or,

at a methanol WHSV of 0,..5 h~i, unless otherwise stated. The

reactio.n teinpera.ture was 4.o000Cun.Les s otherwise stated. Nitrogen
. . "

,'las used as a (Jarrier gas at a flow rate of 10 ml/min. The

gaseous and liquid produ,ots vleXeana.Lysed by gas chromatography

using both a flame ionisation detectc'r (FID) and a thermal

conductivity detector (TGD).Ablank me.thanoLconvexs.Lonrea,ctian

Has conduct.ed at 400~C and no significant reaotions due to the

stainless .steel reactor were obaezved . Full mass balances were

completed for evet'y reactiorJ and the accounbabi.Lt. ty of oarbon was

above 80% itt all cases.

THERHOCOUPLE ITHEP.HOCOUPLE

LIQU;;;-l... -....
PUMP__j

FLOWHETER

GAS BOMB

LIQtJIP
TRAP

OFF ..r.,INE
G.C.

FEED
EXl?ERIMENTAL APl?ARATQS FOR METHANOL,",QQNVERSIOJ:ij,

REAcTIONS
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A standard time on~lirie of 5 h was used for comparison of the

percentage "coke" deposition on SAPO:"" 34 , SAPO~5J ZSM-5, and Ni-

SAPO·~5 duxing methanol conversion. Asecond batch of H-ZSM-5 Has
t

used on-line for 112. h. The SA.:PO-34 catalyst previouslY modified

'Hith trimethy;-:-silylchloride showedno dea.ctiva:tion ·after Bh "t

a methanol WHSV of 0.7 h-1, so it was used to convert Inethanol

into hydrocarbon'S for 18.5 h.

A batch of pelletized SAPO- 34 ca.talyst was used to conver-t

methanol into hydrocarbons under conditions described above

(l80, 215, 250, 280 and 310 min). so that the change in surfe.ce

area, pore volume and amount of C and H deposited could be

monitored ex 51tiu,

The surfAce areas of the fresh and spent ca-talysts were

determined by the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) me-thod on a

Micromeretics chernisorptometer 2'"fOO. The :pulse chemisorptol'Oeter

was calibrated using the m$thod in Appendix 1 based on the theory

that 1.0 em:'!of nitrogen gas at 22~C and 638 mmHgpressure

Gorresponds to a monolayer of nitrogen molecules adsorbed onto

a surface of 2.39 me.

About 0.:1 to LOg Qt catalyst Cpredried at 110~G for 15 h) was

placed in a glass tJ....tube and dried at 200°C under nitrogen for

. 30 minutes and then cooled to room temperature. A $0: 70 Ne:He

mixture was passed over the catalyst sample at room temperature
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and then at lj.ql.1.idnitrogen temperat~.xreto adsorb a monoLayex9f

nl trogen onto the sample. The helium dces not adsorb onto the

surface at liquid nitrogen temperature and flushed excess

nitrogen away from the surface of the sa'1lple.

Th.esampl.eW-"l.S heated back to rOl'm temperature and the amount of
#;_. ..

ni trogen desorbed was detected by a TeD. The adsorption and

desorption of a monolayer of nitrogen was., re:geated until .2,

consistent values of desorption li:1ererecorded. The mass of the

oatalyst sample was then determined and used to calculate the

su.rface area. per 1.0 g of sample.

4.2.3 'Pore vqlU1neanalysis

The pore volumes of the zeolites were measured by determining the

volume of fiitrogen. at 98 % saturation vapour pt.·eSSure, which

condensed in the pores. A 93 % nitrogen in. helium' mixture was

use-das any pure gas held at its condensation temperature would

.continue to accuraul.at.e on the zeolite surface unless sufficient

inert sweep gas was present [4 .1.6J.

The pore volumes of the zeolites were determined using a

Microrneretics chemisorptometer 2700. The instrument was

calibrated by injecting 10 ml of nit:i:"ogen, into the bypass loop

before the TOD, while the instrument was purged with the 98 % Na

: 2 % He stream at ambient conditions. The instrument was set

to indicate the true volume of this gas when condensed as a

liquid (0.012 rol; as shown in Appendix 2), the state. in which it

exists whenfilling the pores of a sample unde:r:these conditions.
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The samples Wer.edried at ltO G for 1Sh prior to··analysis and

then heated at 200°C under drY nitrogen for 30 minutes. The
•

sample was a.llowed to cool to liguid nitrogen temperature under

m,trogen in order to f ill the pqres. with condensed nitrogen. The~.
nitrogen stl:'ea:rnwas then ~substituted wi.th a 98 % .Na : 2 ~6 He

mixture. tOpflush excess condensate away. The t.otcd pbre volume

was obtained bY·bringing the sample back to room t~rol?erature and

determining the amount of nitrogen desorbed per 1.0 g of sample.

4.2.4 Gatbop and hydrogen ana1:v:.is

The compositionS· of the carhonaGe~us deposits on all ;;f t.he spent

catalysts were analysed using a LECO-932 C,a,N anaLyaer , The

car-bon ccntierrt Wasdetermi11ed by mass loss d1J:r:Lngo.:.!;iaat,ion , and

the H content by the formation of l-1ater.

eJtperiments on methanot conyers ion

A half fraction 2" experimental design, as set out in Table IX,

was used to establish the effeots of changing the catalyst bed

temperature, reaction Pt'essure and degree of dilution of the

methanol feed with water. on the formation of "coke" on SAPO-34,
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TABLE IX: EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNOE NETHA13QL CONVERSION
REACTIONS OYER SAPO-:}4

EXPERIM.EN~ TEMPRRATURE
«(Jay'

PRESSURE It DILUTIONI..OF METHANOL
r (~t ..% ReO)

30

50
u~~~~3=O~ ff
n
i

30

The carbon deposited on the catalysts after each of the

exper iments was determined on a LEGO 932 C, H, N ana.lyser, as

descJ:'ibed in section {4.. 2. 4.} .

.
The relative efiects of the individual varLabLes on the amount

of carbon de]?O-3itedwrasdetermined using the following equation;

Effect on carbon depl.,'sition :: On - 01

WhereG":: the aumof the carbon mass percentages for

the e~periments conducted at the higher

value of that variable

and C1 = the sum of the 0 mass percentages for the

experiments conducted at the lower value of

that variable.

The absolute ValUes of the effects of the various parameters on

the carbon deposition gave an indication of the magnitude of the
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eff<9ct of that Parameter on the amount of "coke" deposited. The

sign indicatE;cl w:nether the ·higher or: lower va Iueof the parame.ter

gave a higher Percentage of carbon:,

The 'b'uilcl-u? of carbonaceous and organic species on the surface

of SAPO- 34 during the convez sLe '. of pure methanol, and methanol

diluted with 30 wt ~~water, was studied using in situ DRIFTS on

a Brucker IES 85 FTIR spectrometer. The methan.ol WHSVin both

experir(11mts was 1.0 h~1 and the floMrate of the nitrogen carrier

gas was 10 n'il/min, The SAPO-34 catalyst flas placed in a DRIFTS

cell with a zmc sulphide window and heated to 400 i)C. A

schematic of the drifts cell is shown in Fig 22.

The product spectrJ.1.mwas analysed. stmu l.t.aneous Lv on a Pye Unlearn

series 204 gas chromatograph (G,G using a Poziapak Q co Lumnand

a FID.

A Fourier Transform IR (ETIR) spectrum of the SAPO-34, after use

in converting methanol into hydrocarbons for 4 h at a methanol

WHSYof 0.5 h~', was obtained on a Perkil1. Eltn~r i725X FTIR

spectrometer.
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PARASOLIC MlRRORS

I
DET~CTOR

ZnS CRYSTAL

!
y

\
\
\
\

SOURCE

.:-f

."

CATALYST BED

i
REAOTANT PRODUCTS

EIG 22 THE DRIFTS CELL USED TO STfJj)YTHE" SQRFACE QE.

SAPQ-34 DURING METHANOL GO.NYERSTOJ:i!

4..3 RESU1'rS AND DISCUSSION

4.3,1 Methano] con:t{~;r;:BiQnE:xperiments

The equivalent conver-sLons of methanol (as defined in Appelldix

3) 'lith reaction time over SAPO-S4., SAPO-5, ZSM~-5. Ni-SAPO-34 and

Si·~SAPO-34are shown in Fig 23.

The a.ctivit:y of, SAPO....5 and Ni-SAPO (which has the SAPO-b

structure) decreased faster than that of sAPO-34. The silicon

\ilodifica:bion increased the active lifetime of the SAPO-34.t but

it Has still much shorter than that of R-ZSM-5.
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EQUIVALENT CONVERSION l~ij]
: 120 ."'--~-~--~-

~ .. ~J-~-.~-.El

o~--~----~----~----~-----~----~~--~
o· 4 6 8 10

REACTI()N TIME (h)
12

- SAPO-s4 -+- SAPO-q """*""' Z S M - 5

:: TMSC-SAPO ~ Nl-SAPO

CONVERSION OF METHANOL WITH BEAC1'ION TIME

4.3.2 ~urface area·analysis

The decrease in surface areas of SAPO-34 during the conversion

of me'bhanoL is shown in Fig 24.

The decrease in surface area of SAPO-34 during methanol

conversion compared to H-ZSM-5 is shown r.n Fig 25. The rate of

decrease in surface area was shown to be much gr€later for SAPO-34

than for H-ZSM- 5. There was a sharp dec.rease 1':'1; s11'l"facearea in

both catalysts initially as car-bonaceoua spec;i~.e. formed on the

acid sites> The deposition of carbonaceous depo.sLts could have

decreased exponentia.lly as the number of ava.LLab Le acid sites

decreased.
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METHANOL CQNVERSION
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DURING METHANOL CONvERSION
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The "coke" I-1hich Haf;; de?osited within the :first t: h caused

significant blockage in, the S.l.\.PO-34 f:t'amei~ol:'k,SQ the activity

()f the catalyst decreased sign·ificantly, whereas in ZSM-S

reactants a"lld products diffused through .the pOl~es for 112 h.:/

before significant deactivation by "coke" occurred. The bulk of

the "oo1:e">i$ thought to forin at the surface of H-'ZSM-5 [4.171,

and a significant amount of i'cc.ke" is required before the medium

pores 2.1::'e blocked. However, -the Jl coke." is thc.ught to build up -

in. the ellipsoidal cavities in SAPO--34. and protrude into the

narrow pores, rapidly causing blockage.

The change in surface areas of I{....ZSM-5. SAPO-3.1.1, SAPO-5 and Ni-

SAP('after being used for 5 h in tJi,e conversion of methanol under

conditions described in section ,t/L~.l} are shorrn in Fig 26. The

change in surface area of the silicon modified SAPO-34 after 18.5

11. is also ahcwn in Fig 26.

The decrease in surfa.ce areas of the SAPO-34, SAPQ-5and the Ni-

SAPOcatalysts were significantly greater than for H~ZSM-5 after

the saroe time-em--line. The l,')wer "coking" rate on H-281:1-5was

due to the steric constraints exerted by the medium pore

struc:tl.:u:e on the bimolecular reactions involved. in the formation

of Look')" [4.:[8 J. To counteract this rapid deactivatior. of SAPO-

34: by "coke" deposition, some H01"kers use SAPO....34 in a

circula~ing ~luidi:?led bed reactor with continuous l'egeneration

[4.3J. The decrease in surface area of the silicon modified

SAPO-34 was le.ss severe than :with SAPO-.34, which indicates that

the silicon decreased the rate at which "coke" "({asdeposited.

The percentage of metihanoI convez-tied was also signific.:t.ntly
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higher 'Hith t.he silic()n modified SAF'O-34.than unrrtodified SAPO-3A

(Fig 23), This could indicate that the silicon adher-ed to the

strong acid sites on the surfa·:::e of the catalyst. or within the

ellipsoid<-.l cavities; ""hue limiting "cOke" formation reactions,

but permitting methal"tol conver s.i.on reactions on the Heaker acid

sites.
SURFAC~ AAEA (rn2/g)S50r-~~~~--~------------~--~~~

~ FRESH CATAI.YS1 ED] F._;GENERATE 0 CATALYST

F.....AI."'-G__,.,.2.:.,i.13-.:.__".C'-"H,_._AwNGEIN 8UBFfI.GE ARE..M1. OF 'fHE V~HIOUS ('ATll~__JSTS

AE.TE..1l.METHANQL CQ.NVERGION

The deGL'easl:; in pore voLume of R-ZSJ:1-5 and SAPO- 34 are Shown in

Fig 27. The in.itial poz'e volume elf SAPO-34.was the same as that

of H-ZGt'l..;. 5. The buLk ·)f the POL";: vo l.umeof H-ZSM-5 is due to the

roedium sized pores, ~:hiLe Ln SAPO-34. iT, is due to the large
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The pOX'e voLume of SAPO~34 decreased rapidly dU:t'il).g the first

110urof methanol conversion, due to t.he deposition of "coke" in

the large ellipsoidal cavities.,
,
'freported 0r

catalysts (4.181, After the first hour the pore V'o:lltme of SAPO-

34 rettiained corlstant ,::it about 80·· % of the initial pore volume,

but the surf ac>e area continued t':i dec.rease. A possible

explanation is that after the initia.l deposition of "(Joke" in the

,:::avities I th·'"forraation of bulky "o·:·ke"PrecurSOrs I~assterically

hindered [4.18J.
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ElG 27 DECREASE IN tORE VO'~UME OF 8.~}?Q~:34 AND H~ZSM-R

The initial deorease in pore volume of H~ZSM-t: W';':tS also ra.pid,

probably due to the fC1rrnation of liHht "coke" mo.Lecu.Les in the
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The initial decrease in pore volume of H-ZSM-5 was also

rapid., probably due to the formation of low molecular v~eight

"coke" molecules in thechannel intersec'tions. After the initial

5 h the pore volume decreased s,lowly, over the next 107 h , to

o .012 em!]/ g as the formation of bulky "coke preC1..U:sorswas also

stet'ically 'hindered in the pores, but did occur on the surfa.ce

[4.18J.

4.3.4 Carbon and_hydrogen analysis.

The percentage of "coke" (0 mass %). deposited on SAPO-34 after

various reaction times is ahown in Table X. The hydrogen mas s

percent in the fresh catalyst is assumed to be due -1:,0 water. The

hydrogen mae s percent -remained constant with tirne-on-line, but

the carbon mass increas,ed steadilY as shown in Fig 28. The

amount of H deposited in the form of "coke" 'Was therefore too

small t() be determined relative to the- hac kgz'ound hydrogen from

the adsorbed water. The carbonaceous deposit was therefore

assumed to be graphitic or polyaroToatic in nature.

TABLEX C AND H· ANALYSTS OF THE CA'RB.QliAQE.QJlS. DEPQSn
ON SAPQ-:34 Df)RING METHANOL CONVEBSIOli

Ir-~EACTION, TIME (h)
mass % C I mass % H i

~I 2.7 q
! 2.5

~
I 2.. '7

J 2.6
I 2.7 -j

r.o.o I 0.3
~~ 0.5 L-~2~.~6~__~ __~~_
~ 1.5 I 4.4

~ 3 • U!--------"__::_5 .:..,;'13"__ +------=--=-=--_
f. 5.0 I 7 ':2
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FIG 28 CAR130N .llliPOSITTON ON SAPO-34 DURJflq M.ETHAHOL.

CONVERSION

A second methanoI conversion experiment ;.ras conduc ted on SAPO- 34

using the same conditions at a lower methanol WRSV (0. 25 h~l).

After HO minutes the same amount of methanol had been converted

over 'the catalyst as a..::ter 205 minutes at a WHZVof O.50 h~t.

However, the catalyst oontained 4.0 mass Ot"
'0 C due to the

carbonaceous deposit as opposed to 6.2 mass ~,:;G at a WHSV of

This shows that less "Coke" is d.eposit';:d at a low

methanol WHSY. Thi.3 could be due to a greater dilution of the
methanol as 1.0ml I min nitrogen was used in all the experiments.

The amount of t~crbon deposited on SAPO-34., SAPO-5 and Ni-SAPO
1'5



· .

after 5 h of methanol .eonver sIon w~asfOl.tnd to hi::: 7.2 %, 8. 3 ~~,

2.8 % respectivelt, whi:).e the eq1.l.iii"alent conversion of met"tanol

had dropped to 88 %, 52 ~6and 69 % respectively (Fig 23). After

5 h on-line the eqUivalent conversion of .methanQl over H-ZSM-5
to

was still 100 % and only 3 :.3 ~6carbon had been deposited, After

112 h of". mathat!ol convez-si.on over H-ZSM~5 the· equivalen.t

r::onverston h,ad deGreased to Sf, % and th€ mass percE:nt. carbon

d6posited had ':"n.c.l."easecl to 10 ..3 ~L Only 3. 3 J~ carbon was

deposited on the silicon modifiedSAPO-34 after HL5 h on-line,

and. the equiv.9.1ent conversion. h~td de.:;reased to 79 .~~(Fig 23),

This ShOi'7E) tht-lt the ratei:':e Cal'bOl1..3.Ce01l8 depositiijn on SAPO-34

and SAPO- 5 \.ra~ -rapid ('ompal',;d tCi H-ZSM,_5 and that the NT and 8i

tnodif ic.::t:tions decl"'eased the rate .at i-thich "coke" WetS depos it.ed.

of thE: ac.Ld ::5].tes, as reported bxt Tnl.li (4 .19] fo~ SAPO-34. A

Ni~SAPO compared to SAPQ-5 is that the r Lckel cr-acked "coke"

In s ec tLon {:3~3 .l.5} the silicon treatmen.t was Shown not to

affect the amount; of silicon present in the SAPO-34> ca.talyst.

'1'he silicon treatmE:nt has been shown to affect the activity of

the c'Zltalyst, therefore the silicon was pl.~obably deposited on the

sl.lriace of the c.3.talyst and retarded the formation of "coke" on

t,b€: s1.lrface of the l~,3.talY8t.
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..4.3 •5~Statistically designed eXperi'rtlen:t.a

The mass percent carbon deposited on SAPO~34 during each of the

statisticallY designed experiments is shown.Ln Table XL
.r'"

TABLE ··XI DE:PQSITION IN THE
J2ESIGNEDEXPERIMENTS

~ ! ,\

EXPERIMENT %
nMASS C ACCURACY «

j
~ 1 9.S8 J ± 0 .18I' i~ 2 6 .33 I
.~., 3 8,48 r ± 0 .ie I

± 0.20 ' ..
u .

! : ~::~th.··.··.·•. 4 4 .72
.li 5 5.90L 6 9..t05 [ ± 0.35 !
n 7 7.S6 I1I ± 0.29 R
II ! "n
~ 8 5.29 ± 0 .28J

The mass percent of hydrogen was also determined l:WC and H

a.nalysis, but inaccuracies occurred due to the strong absorbance

of water by the catalysts. The amount of wo.ter on each of the

spent catalysts was determined by Kc3:rlFischer analysis, but

these results ~ere too inaccurate to be used in the statistically

designed experiments. Thus only the carbon mass percentages

recorded in Table XI were used for the statistioal calcula.tions.

The effects of tempera.ture. pressure I WHSV and d.ilution of

methanol with water on the C mass % is shown in 'I'ab Le X::I. The

relative effects lo7erecalcr'.a.ted as descr.ibed in section {4.2. 5}

e.g. the effect of temperature on the amount of C deposited was

estimated as fOllows :
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:: [ s.sas + B,419 + ~,a95 + 9,047 j -, [ 9.9B4 t 4.723 t 7,959 + :L2B5 J

= 1.303

il I TEMPERATlJREII .
1

METHANOL.
WHSV

DILUTION t
WITIl WATER ~-

L!!::t=1=1A=S=S=%=.C=J ==1==1=.8=0:.=====-1. 33 2.64 ---1.58 _~

Themethanol WHSVhad the greatest effect on the masa of "coke"

deposited. The greater the methanol WHSV (and hence more

methanol passing; over the catalyst in the 5 h) j the moxe if coke"

was deposited. In section. {4.:3.4} it was shownthat moz-e "coke"

was deposited at a lower methanol WHSV than at a higher WHSV if

the reactions are stopped after the eqUivalent amountof methanol

had pass~::dover the catalYst .... This was due to the greater

dilution of the methanol with nitrogen.

The amount of Iicoke" deposited was shown, by the statistical

result in Table XII, to increase with temperature (35030 to

40011'0). Marchi and Froment ~4,31 found that the amount of "coke"

deposited in a: quartz reactor decreased if the reaction

-temperature was :l'aised above 4273C. Temperatures above 4003C

could not be used in the stainless steel reactor as "COke" would

have formed on the walls of this reactor at these temperatures

[4.11.

The statistical result in Table Xl showed that slightly less

"ooke" was deposited when the partial pressure of water (via
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::
met.hano L dilution) was increased, Marchi and Ez'cmerrt also found

that the amount of "coke," deposited decreased when the dilution

of met.hanoL was increased on addition of 0 to 70 % Hater [4.3].

They suggested "that the water suppressed aromatis'1tion and chain

,growth reactions by competing with the alkene molecules for the

strotlgest acid sites [4.3 J •

The effect of re:::tction press.ure was also small i.e. more "coke"

was dep06i ted i~t the lower preSSl1.re. 'I'he effect of preSsure was

ahown to interact tvith the eff·:::ct of .-rater partial pressure.

Naximum "coke" t~'2.s deposited at low pressl.n'e and -,lo:r.t pal:'tial

pressure of \4atei::', or at high pressure and high Partial pressure

of water (Fig 29).

I-@
er-----------·ff
----;;;:TEMP=ER=AW;:;;;::;RE::----'---+

D~wWHSV o HlGli WHSV

F.._I.....· (""",.a--,2",-,9<---.,;;~C~Ul3ICPLOT OF THE U1TEBA,CTTNG :'?JiltEGTS OF J~RESSURE,

TEMf\EEATURE, NijSY AND DILUTION WITH

WA'I'~R .Q~QOKE" DEP()SItION
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This shows that the formation of "coke" decreased when the

methano1 molecules were concentrated by pressure or when the

dilution with water was lower. This effect is probably due to

the lower conversion of methanol, or the decrease in

oligomeri~ation reactions due tc: Ie Chatelier's principle.

4~3.6 In $2til. Diffuse reflec_:tance infra-red fourier transform

spectroscopy of SAPO-34during methanol conversion

The Kubelka-M.1.mkIR spectra of the differences between t.he

surface of .t.he used and original catalyst, obtained at various

times during the conversion of inethanol and diluted methanol over

SAJ?O-34,are ehown in Figs 30 and 31 respectively. Data for the

conversion of pure methanol at various times is shown in Table

XIII.

\

i
:;1.95\
I

99 min

72 min

45 min

a.a

FIG 30 DRIFTS OF SAPO-34 DURING THE CONVERSION OF
UNDILUTED METHANOL
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l:ABLE·XIII·

;i,n sitq PRIFTS.EXPERIMENT

TIME-ON~LUTE
(min)

F=:;::=:::;=

45

72 r 82 I
613

53

6

During the conversion of pure met];lanol the catalyst deactivated

within 2.5 h but no aromatic "coke" was observed (bands expected

Cl.t 3050 and 1585 em? [4..21]). Initially all the hydroxyl

groups disappeared on exposure "[,0 methanol due to the formation

of mebhoxy species, as observed by Xu et 8.1 [4.4J, The hydroxyl

groups reapPeared as the hydrocarbons started to form [4 .4J.

Aliphatic carbonaceous deposi'ts built up dur i.ng the first hour

of the reaction but did not seem to increase thereafter

(appearance of methyl and methSTleneasymmetric stretches between

2860 and 2970 crn-t [4..7 I 4.9, 4.. 21J) • The absorbance at

1630 cm'", assigned to C=C symmetric vibrations [4;,22J also

increased during the first hour and then remained constant. The

shoulder at 1500 cm'" has been assigned to G-OR bending. The

absorbance at 1450"'-1470 em" f whic.h decreases Viii th reaction time,

could be due to the deformation of the :methyl groups [4.7, 4.9J

or aliphatic G-H deformations. The .ahsoz-bance at 1390 em"

assigned to a C-H symmetric bending mode [4.9 J also dacreased
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with time on line; especially after two h01.11:'$of reaction. The

bands at 1220-1250 cm~~,assigned to methyl and rnethylet.l.e scissol:'

deformations, increased dUring the first tw-o hours on;.;..line, and

then decreased as the catalyst deactivated rapidly, The

methylene, C=G, C-H and C-OR stretches CQuid Just be due to the

methanol and initial prodtj.cts, and not due to "coke",

During the conve're ton of methanol diluted with water (30 % water

m/m) the aame absorbance bands flere observed.: However,.:the bands

at 1390 to 1600 cm-1 (paraffins and oLefLns ) did not decrease

with tirne.,-on-line as was observed with pure methanol over SAPO-
". : ..

34. This shows that the water competed with the methanol and. the

products for adsOrption on the acid sites.

_.

FIG 31 DRIFTS OF
METHANOL DILUTED •.WITH WATER
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4..3.7 Ex situ diffuse: reflect,ance infra~rEld FOllrier TranSform.

spectroscoPY of the qeac·t,iyated Sb,PQ-34

DRIFTS was used to .st.udy the deactivated SAPO"34 ~.after methanol

conversion undar conditions described in section {4.2 .il. The

spectrum of'" the deactivated catalyst i$ shown in Fig 32.

The baad from 3450 to 3600: cm~twas assigned to the stretching

ll'ibrations of H-bond.ed OH groUpfJ on. the SAPO surface (due to

water, Bx-onsted acid sites or methanol) [4.7 and 4.9J

The: hand at 2959 em" 'Has probably due to the stretching

vibrations of .methyl gz-oupa of aljphatics, while the bands at

2922. and 2852 cm~t 'Has most likely c.J.e to the asymmetric and

symmetric stretches o:t aliphatic methylene groups [4.12 and

4..21].
45.o·T-·- ----=:---~-~-.-~---~-.-..;---~---___._1

~

"
15

iO

5

\

a.o,-t--~JC----~--~~--~--_.~~r_-._--~~_.~~--- ~ __~.
4000.1I

til-!

FIG 32 DRIFTSOF rEACTIVATED SAPO-34.
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The broad band' at 1611 em? T",asassigned to the Q-H vibration of

adsorbed water t 4.22]. aLchough a G:::;Csymmetric Yibr~tion at 1630

em? could also have been p;t'fi:sent [4.9 and 4.22]. The band at

1384 cm'" cou.Id have been due to a G-H symmetriq' bend Ing mode

[ 4 .12 and 4.22J .

No aromatic carbonaceous deposit was observed (band's would have

appeared at 3050 and 1585 cm-1 [4.211).

The bands below 1200 cm'" were due to skeletal vibra.tions e.g.

asymmetric stretching, symmetric stretching and bending of SiO~

and AlO,,-at 1124cm-1, '837 cm'" and 486 em? respectively [4.141.

The carbonaceous depOSits on SAPO-34 therefore appeared to be

aliphatic. The C::C symmetric vibrations and C-Oij bending are

most likely due to adsorbed light olefins and methanol even

though the spent catalyst was flushed with nitrogen at 400l)G

after the methanol conversion reaction. No aromatics were

observed by Xu et eI using i.n situ DRIFTS on SAPO-34 during

methanol conversion, but they observed aromatics using MASNMR
spectroscopy [4.4J.

4.4 CONCLUSIONS.

The deposition of "coke" caused deactivation of the SAPO

catalysts after 3 h of methanol conversion at a methanol WHSVof

0.5 h'?'. The formation of "coke" in SAPOs is probablJ7 enhanced

by the large cavities at the channel intersectioi1S which

facilitate the fot'uiation of bulky "ooke." precursors. The Ni~SAPO
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=
and SAPO-5 oatalysts deactivated mor-e rapidly thall SAPO-34,

possibly as the diameter:s of the pores were large enough to

facilitate the formation of bulky "coke" prec'UX'sors. The silioon

modification increased the active lif.etime of SAPO.,.34to 18 h ,,
possibly by decreasing the number of acid sites and hence "coke"

formation orl··,thesurface of the catalyst, 'l'he catalytic 1ife+.ime

of the silicon modified SAPO-34 was still much shor-C,er than t.i.',lt,

obtained for H""ZS!1-5C112 h),

The "coke" deposit,ion in SAPO-34 caused a rapicl decrease in

surface are~ during the first hour of methanol ccrrvez-si.cn,

whereas the surface area of H-ZSM':"'5was only significantly

reduced after 112 h . The pore volume of SAPO...:34 decreased

rapidly in the first hour of reaction as "0 ')ke " formed in the

large cavities. The pore volume of H-ZSM-5 also decreased

rapidly during the first ,5 hours as "coke" bnilt up in the medium

pores, A:fter the initial decrease in pore volume in both the

SAPO-34and t.he H-ZSM-Ecatalysts, the pore volume decreased very

slowly, possibly due to sterie factors affecJeing the formation

of the "coke" precursors. The surface areas of SAl?O~5and Ni-

SAPOwere also greatly reduced during 5 h of methanol conversion.

The silicon modification of SAPO-.'34resulted in a decreased rate

at which the "coke" was deposited and thus excended the activ(9

lifetime of the catalyst.

The dee,r.;tivation of the catalyst due to "coke" deposition was

decreased by diluting the methanol with WCtt~r01" nitrogen. The

wa·ter compe't.ed with the oLef ans and oLrgonez-s for the strong acid

sites, and thereby decreased the rate at which aroma.tization and
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01igornerizatio'i:1 reactions occurred. Thf~ nitrogen. decreased the

resid~n'::e time of the prodl..tcts on the catalyst surf~,ce. redu(~ing

the probability of f1..1rther reactj(')ns. The amourrt of "coke"

dt'posited 0:(1 the SAPO.....34 increased with temperatu'l:'e (350ll-C to

400~ j) and is related. to the oligomerU:ation and aromatizatic'n

reactions v7hich are :favoured by high temperature.

Both the Ln situ and ex situ FTIR spet:ltra of SAPb ....34 used Ln

met/hanoI conversion reactions indicated. that aliphatic and not

arom:~.tic "coke" was formed, The adaozbed species detected could

have been. methanol and initial pr oduc ts I rather than "coke".

FUrthei' characterization of the "coke" is contim..:ted in
chapter 5.
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GHAJ:TER 5· WACT rYAT IO:lLQ..!L.GAIA1 !STS DURING METHANOL

QQN.YERSION : QllARAC'l'ERIZATIQN OF THE "COKE"
f'

..
-.-! 5.1 lNTRODUGTTbN ..

Magnoux et: • .:;2 [5.1J have described a process to analYs~ "COke" ~

deposited on and t-1ithin z.eolite catalysts. The seoli'be ir,3.mework

was dissolved in.a 40 % a<;rueousHF soIubLon to liberate the

internal "coke""; This int.ernal "coke" was subsec,ttJ,ently extracted

with dichlorome'chane and allalysed by Q .C., H ,P.L.C., IH-NMRand

mass spect.roscopy [5 .1 J. This treatment wa.sshown not to change

the nature of the carbonaceous compounds as l-tetrad1;:qene and 9-

taethylphe.na.nth.l;'eneimpregnated on an inert solid ~verenot broken

down, and alkanes and a.Lkeries were not isomerised dttring the HF

treatment and dichloromethane extraction [5.1 J.

The "coke" deposited on the external and internal surfa.ces of the

seolite catalY$ts differed in composition. The soluble fractir:m

of the external "coke II was dissolved in diohlol:omethane before

the zeolite framework was destt'o-sred with HF. The !iolyarornatic

"coke" (greater than. seven fused arornatic rings) on the surfaoe

of the zeolites was insoluble in'dichlorornethane, but WaSs.tudied

by electron mioroscopy. The internal "coke I, was subsequently
.-~

liberated by dissolving the frarnework in HFI extracted with

dichloromethan~. and analysed as above.
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The n.s.~:Jt1.reof the carbonaceous procltlcrt on SAPO-34 after methanol

conversion was investigated jon this study usin.g the method

described by Magnoux•et: e l: [ 5.11.

t -.
MAS J3C-NNR vras also used to study the carbonaceous deposit on

SAPO:"'34 a~:teX' methanol conversion as this mezhod has been

.reported tiQ gi va valuable infQrln.;'ltion on the nat.ur e of the

carbonaceous de:posit onz,eolites L5.2, 5.3l 5.4.. 5,5 and 5.61.

The chernic~~lshifts .relative to tetrart:',I)thylf.li1"ane CTMS) observed

for the reson.,s,nces of tlLe various carbonaceous species are

aummar-i.aed in Table XIV (5.2. 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6J. The

carbori chains assQci.ati'.sd j.dth aliphati.c~ and alkyl aromatics are

rept)rted to X6s¢nate be10'l-140 ppm £5. ,3]. t'esonatl.ces in the 50-GO

ppm regicI.n a,re ):t::lported ·to correspond to alkox.ide groups t-?hich

occupy but, do not poison the aCtivtl $it~3 [5 .6J. Aromatics are

reported to re,sonate in "t.he100- 150 ppm regiol~ (5.41. Amixtul~e

of a.lItyl aX'Cima~l)icsand polya.romati'2s are re:ported to be observed

between 120 and, 180 ppm [5. e] •

TABLE XIV CHEl.>'UCAL. SHIFTS REPORTED FOR CARBONACEOUS SPEC rES

I.

il CHEMICAL ! SPECIESr Sl!I~T'/rml t "

aroma.tics100-150

alkyl
aromatics

120-180

.. > 200 ketones

* = relative to tetraroethylsilane
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Derouane et el: ~5.3J have studied the carbonaceous residues on

H-ZSM-5 and H';"mordenit:=, pr oduced during the conversion of

methanol and ethylene j using lH-taC.cross-polarization MASlaC-Nt1R.

On H-ZSM-5 they observed a bro~d aliphatic produqt distribution
{

(propane, propetle, 11-butane, :isO-butane and iso-pentane) with

resonances ......·· between 11.4· and 31,7 ppm relative to

tetramethylsilane. More iso-pa:r:aifins than linear chains were

observed. A broad resonance peak from 125 to 145 ppm was

observed and assigned to arornatic$ and olefins. No polycyclic

aromatics were observed.

In H-mordenite .:less aliphatics (only propane, propene and 11-

butane) and mare aromatics (including fused ring aromatios) "W'ere

observed than oyer H-ZSM-5 [5.3]. Decouane et: a1 suggested that

the larger pore size facilitated the conversion of paraffins and

olefins into aromatics. a.Lky La't.ed arornatios and fused ring

aromatics. A resonance at, 59.9 ppm was observed on both

catalysts and was assigned to sur·:face me.t.hoxv groups. These were

produced by the alkylation of the acidic sites with methanol:

Carlton et: a1 [5.4J also studied the carbonaceous dePosits on H-·

28M-5 by 13C-Nl1R following methanol conversion and found that the

"coke" consisted of alipha-cics, ',aromatics, ethers and ketones.

Anderson and Klinowsld [5.5] studied the carbonaceous speCies on

H~ZSM~5 after 35 ruin. of methanol conversion at 3001)0 and 370~ 0 .

They found that the predorainant q,romatic specie,':) deposited at

300.:lG were o-xvLenea , p-xylenes' , trimethYlbenzenes and

tet:r.'amethylbenzenes. The dominant aliphatic speCies at 3000 C
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l-1ere iso-butane and propane t5. $]. At 3'700 C more m--xylene and

toluene ""'ere formed and less tetramethylbenzene.t ..
Penta- and

hexa-met.hyLhenaene were observed at :;'70°C. In the aliphatic

region there wer.e moz e branched alkanes and less linec.r alkanes,.
than at 300°C. Methyl su.bstituted benzenes, Up to Cli l were

observed in:,.the. gas phase at .3'7Q"Q but not at .3.o0~C, The larger

species were able to leave the crystallite ~rt 370~ due to the

increased ef:eec.i:d."Ilechannel diameter. The only trimethylbenzene

observed in the gas phase was 1,2, 4-trimethylbenzene (kinetic

diameter 6<c+-~J whereas in the adsorbed phase 1.2. 3- and 1, 3, -

trimethylhenzenes (kinetic diameters 6.4 and 6.7 A respectively)

were also observed. The channel dimensions of ZStl-5 are 5 ..6 .A

x 5. 3 ~ respectively, but. wore space is available for the growth

of substitl,.lted aromatics at the channel intersections. At the

higher temperature C370'''C) the effective channel dimensions may

increase sufficiently via a "breathing motion" t.o allow the

smaller substitlited aromatics tc diffuse out of the crystallite

[5.7].

Anderson et: el: [5. 2J used l~C MAS"'NMRspectra to study SAPO-34

after methanol conversion at d:i.±'ferent temperatures. The authors

showed that branched aliphatics (up to 49 % selectivity) are

formed inside SAPO...34, but ~ere not observed in the gaseous

product, sa presumably these species could not leave the

intracrystalline space even at temperatures as high as 370"'C.

Only 5-10 % of the C:3products f.ound in the adsorbed phase were

cbaerved in the gas-phase product) as branched hydrocarbons

partially blocked the poz-e system, trap;:?ing the C3 products.
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5 . 2 .E..Xl'ERIl1ENTAL

5.2.1 l1ass spe¢RoSCQPY after extraction

. The frame-work of a aampLe- 0.0 g) of the spent SAPO-SA was

dissolved iit HE CO.68 e, 40 % in )~ater). 'l'he organiqS which were

released from the catalysts ~ere extrac·t,ed with diohlo:romethane

(4.26 g) and then analysed by G.C. mass spectroscopy.

A bla.nk reaction was completed using 4.21 g dichloromethane to

extract any trace _organics in 0.78 g of HE. The C{ichloromethane

and any trace organics were subsequently analysed by G.C. mass

spectroscopy. No organics were observed in the dichloromethane.

The external "coke" on SAPO- 34 was also extracted from 0.1 g of

spen·t SAPO-34, with 3.00 g of d.LchLcr-ome'bhane in an ultrasonic

bath. The organics which we:r:'eextracted hy the dichloromethane

were analysed by (i.C. mass spectrosdopy.

5 .2 .2 Solid· stat~ magic angle spinning - Due] ear lKla.~nEn.iir.

resonance

The carbonaceous deposits on the R--ZSI1-5, SAPO....3'k and Nt-SAPO

were. analysed by l;oC MAS-NI1R spectrqscopy using a Bruker AM300
MAS-NMR spectrometer.
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5 . 3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

5 . 3.1 ~$. spectroscqpy a,tter e;x:t~

l

'I'he organics which were. extr.~cted frc.m SAPO',34 after RF

in Table XV.

TA'P·LE XV THE CARBON SPEGLEfi._EX'T'BACTED FIKM SfiPO-...c34 AFTER

CARBON NUMBER CARl-·ON

tohtene

o,ft/.p-xylenes

trim~th:v-lbenzenes

""tetramethylbenzetie

naphthalene

pen ta.methy 1bena one

methyl na.phthalene

c., dimethyl naphthalen,e'

trimethyl na.phtha.lene

phenanthrene

pyrene
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'fhe relative ..amounts of the various species could not be

determined li{ithotft;calculating response factors fOr each species.

Methyl naphthalenes. dimethyl naphthalenes. tri!nethyl-

naphthalenes, phenal'lthracene and pyrene are so large they could

only have forro.ed> itl the ~~rge ellipsoidal caviti'3s of SAPO-34.

or on the surface. and possibly caused pore bloekage.

Only a trace of dimethyl heptane was detected by G. C • mass

sperJ·.t'oscoPYof the dichloromethane used to extract HE' in the

bl.&.nk reaction. Traces of. tetramethylhe:)tane. ethyl-

tetramethyldecane, tr iraetnyl.;..octane and rnethyl-heptadecane were

detected in the dichloromethane used to extract "coke" frorath€'

external surface of SAPO-34. Theconoentration of organic species

detec.ted in the dichlorornethcme (3.nOg) used to extract "coke"

before HE'digestion of the catalyst was much Lens than in the

dichlorornethane (4.26g) used fo·r extraction of "coke after liE'

digesti::m, The amount of "coke" deposited art the external

surface of SAPO-.'34was therefore small compar-ed to that deposited

on the internal surface and consisted of alkylated long chain

paraffins as opposed to polyaromatic,'':).

5 . :3. 2 ~ate magic angle $pinning - P.UQlearmagnetic

rgSOJ1ance
The MASt3C-'-Nl1E. :spectra of the spent SAPO-34. Ni-SAPOand T;I-ZSM-5

are shorm in Fig 33. The atnountof noise 'Wasinversely indicative

of the amount,of "coke" deposit~d, i.e. more "coke" was deposited

on SAPO·~34 after 5 h than on H,.; ZSM-5 after 112 h and Hi-SAPO

after 5 h. The amount of "coke" on Ni-SAPO (as shown by C

analysis in section {4.:3 ..3} was ahown to be less than that on

SAPO",S'1:. 94
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The relative rat,io of aliphatics (20~25 ppm) -t:J aromatics 1128~

132 ppm) (as estimated ffom the peak heights) was the same for

the "coke" on SAPO-34 and Ni-S,APO"but the ratio of aliphatics

to aromatics of the "coke" formed. on H-ZSM-5wap significantly
;

lower. This. could indicat.~ tnat more aromatics formed on the

surface and.cLn the Channels of. 1I-ZSM-5than on the aurfiace and

ellipsoida.l cavities of SAPO-34 or Ni-SAPO-34. Tr.,e aromatics

could not have formed in the channels of SAPO-34 as the chann.el

dimensions are tbo small (4.0 A).

Oar-bonvl.s were observed at 190-·190 ppm in all catalysts.
. .

Anderson and Klinowski assigned this peak to CO [$. 5J, but it

could also have been due to the presence of ketones or aldehydes.

Alkoxide groups were also observed in all the catalysts at 65 ppm

due to methanol or Dt1E[5. 6] .

5 _4 CONCLUSIONS.

Extraction of the carbonaceous d.eposits with dichloromethane

after dissolution of the SAPO"34 framework with HF. and

subsequent analysis by mass s;pectroscopy, $howed that mainly

substituted· naphthalenes .and polyaroma"tics (phenanthracene and

pyrene) were formed on SAPO-34 during methanol conversion at

400°0. These large molecules could only have formed in the large

ellipSOidal cavitias o:f SAPO-3.4.

A small amount of "coke", consisting of alkylated long chain

paraffins. waS d.eposited on the-externalsurface ot SAPO-34.
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MAS~"C-·NMR was used to shoVi that the aromatic to aliphatic ratio

of the "coke't Oil H-ZSM-5 Fas greater than on, SAPO-34 or Ni-SAPO.

This could indicate that aromat.ic ·"coke" formed on the< surface

and in the channels of H-ZSM...5 to a grei::t.ter degr~e than on the. " ,
. . : . . . .

.surface and in the ellipsoidal cavit!~s of SAPO- 34 or Ni-SAPO.

Aliphatic "coke" tl:'q.pped in t.he small pores of SAPO-<34.and Ni-

SA,POwere l'resumably not converted into aromatics due to sterie

constraints. They may, hcxever, have contributed to the

deactivation of the cataly""ts by occupying active sites and :?ore

blockage.
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Ql=!AP.TER ST.X -; REGENERATION.

6.J INTRODUCTION

Hutohings .eti a1 [6, 1J have studied the .regenera.ticP. of ~eoIites

using nitrous oxide and oxygen at high temperatures (450- 500ilG ) .

They also used a p mole percent ozone .Ln ()xygen mixture at lOYler

temperatures (200~G). Most ·(99.6 %) of th(~ Jar.bonaceous residue

was removed P'3in.!=tnitrous oxide at high temperat:7res, . \ut this

regeneratio:u

ozone/oxyg ~.

carbonaceouS depi

d. 'e is too expensive for industrial use. T"le

.. low temperature removed 96.8 % of the

~. is also expene i v e , b\;'~+'this method

of regeneration Y\ .;eful for catalysts that cannot be

exposed to high tem-peratures.

H-ZSl1-5 deactivated during methanol convez's Lon and r egene r atied

(i) using oXY"1"enat 450-500°0 and (ii) using a 5 moLe percent

ozone in oxygen mixture at 2001) O! has been studied by 1'J0 MAS-NMR

spectrosco]?y [6 .1 J . Most of the aromatic carbon Ras removed by

the ozone/oxygen treatment, whereas both the aroma.tic and the

aliphatic carbon was remove!j by the oxygen treatment at higher

temperatures. Hutchings et a1 [6.1] l?roposed that the

ozone !oxygen attacked the .maat.ur-at.ed centres of the aromatic

carbon I forming oxygenated fragments. This was suggested by .fie

broadl'.:~Lng of the ether t,ype resonance in the 13C 1:1..•. -NMR

sPectrum, The high temperature oxygen treatment resulted ito).

oxidation of the "coke" to carbon oxides and wate:r. The high
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temperat.ure water y,:tpour has been shown to cause dealtnninat.ion

..and subaecuerrt loss of al~tivit.Y CG.2; 6.3].

'the choi.ce of reg,:;n~ratic'n treatment j therefol.~e, r;iepencls on the
/.

financial constr,~ir!ts, th.:;:'e'Xtent to Hhich the catalyst needs to

l'eported that SAPQ-34 "Nas ):egener:tted 15 times in this manne'r

wlthot.:tt signific.:t.nt 1';:'58 in ,~rYstallinity 01' selec;tivity of the

:) .:2 EX.mmIMENTAL

The ZSM- 5 \ SAPO-,34, ..SAPO...5. N.i-SAPO and TMSC""SAPQ.::,~talysts, used

for the oonversion of methanol as desoribed i~. chapter 4. were

tegenerated. In this procedure. the c.atalyst foj',3,8 held at 55011C

l..inde r a fl':'Hirlg stream of nitrogen for 1 h '0.0 remove any resiclual

methanol. The nitrogen was then. slowly replaced Hith air and th~

tt::mper!~ture 'W.:t.8 held at 550l:>C for a fl.'1.rther hour. The catal:Y-s+,

was then held at 550e!G for 15 hours Imder a flu~-1ing stream of

o:{ygen, to oxidise the "coke" deposits. and then cooled llttder

nitrogen. The organics released dl)l.'ing regeneration were

analysed by G.C.
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an,;tlyser was used to study the weight loss dur ing the
/

regeneration ,.):C a portf.:m ..(44. ge· rqg) .,:dZ the SAPO;.,34 cc.talyst

Hhi·:h had beer} deact~.vated during;9; five hour .me+hanol conversion

reacticm at 350°0, Hi th a met.harrcI WHSV of O. f5 h-r• The

r.:aferenc¢.l ,:;ell was filled with fresh SAPO-34 '::atalYf:t so that the

weight less due tc, H2.rter and e~{Cess template J..·esident in the

'~':l1:alyst, as Hell ?S the effect ,:·f thermal ramping, WOL1.1d not

influence the detec-cion of t-teight loss due to "coke"

constituents. 'Jj(>th the deactivated ElAPO-34 and the reference

8APO- 34 were heat.ed to 550 ~C in lOa minutes nnde.r nitrog'~n and

maintained at this tert!];:oeratul:'f;: under ril trogerl. for 1 h. The

m.;,.i,ntained at 55C)~C f,:;'ll' 4.5 mirl'J.:t:es.

convez-s i.on as d;eascJ;'ibed in chap t.er 4.) was placed in a stainless

steel :reaotol' and heated to 550~C undez- a flowing stream of

nit )gen. The ol."ganics that. ~-7ere releas~. t.h~l~ing heating

prol:Jed.ure t;Tere cherme.l.l ed into a (i.C. clapillary inlet tube filled

Y(i th 'I'enax 80/100 resin, which t:l:'ap};led the orgard,:;s. The

catalyst tqas maintained at 550C>C for an hour and t ~G Qrganics

Ttrhich were z'e Leaaed WBre similarly trapped in resin in another

capillary inlet tube. The 3eolit~ was then maintained at 550°C
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1;'1hi1e- the nitrogen was subsbd,tu.ted with oxygen. 'rh$ Qrganics

which were released (in 1 h) were similarly collected in. a,

capillary inlet tu.be. 'I'he organics .which were in the resin were

subsequently analysed by G.O. masts spectroscopy using a novel
l

injection technique. The organics were desorbed from the r~lsinl

by heating the; 9apl11ary inlet tube.to 250°0, and condensed on.

the front of a DB-waxcolumn b~·cooling the column .with liquid

nitrogen. The column was then slowly heated and 't.he organics

were analysed by G,O. mass spect;cosc6py.

Samples of SA'PO:"'34, SAPO-51 Ni...·SAPO and silicon-modifi.ed-SAPO-34

were regene;rated and analysed in the same way.

AcapillarJ,-T inl.3t tube filled 'tI7iththe aame resin was placed in

the oven (at 1000'0) with the silicon rubber tubing used betweerJ.

the catal.ytic reactor and the capillary inlet tube during

regeneration. The organics released :fromthe silicon tubing and

trapped on the resin were analysed using the same method as

above.

Two other capillary inlet tubes filled with resin 'Iotel:'espiked

with equal quantities of J?henol, benzene, tolUene and

methylbenzene as follows; 1 g Of each of these organic species

'pere placed in a 400 ml gas pipette which Wassubsequently heated

to evapoX'ate the organiCS. The gaseous organics W<;ll:;ereleased

from the gas bomb into the two capillary inlet t,ubes

simultaneoUsly. These capillary inlet tubes were cmalysed as

above.
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. ". .

6 .2 .3 !lhgJ:actetiza.:t.iQJ1, Qf the qat~ter regEmetation

Regenerated SAPO-34 was used into

hydl'ocarbons under the sarDe conditions descrited in section.
f

The rnethanol ccnvez sLon was stopped after - h as the

catalyst. .had deactivated. The catalyst was regenerat'ed and again

used iTl the methanoL \::on"1oOrsiOh rea.:::tion. The c,~ta,lyst H·as only

and H al1.al;vsis using a LECO 9:~ C ,H,N analyser.

S,p~PO'"5, Ni-S·lI.PO and s Ll.Lcon-rmodLfLed SAPO- 34. Here measured em a

11iCl"''')rcleretics Pu.Lee Ch9.tnif' orb 2700 as described in section

lUI of the regen~rated catalysts Here ana Lysed by laD and XRF

spectroBCOpy tc' detel~roine if the raebhano L conversion. and

regBnerati(.<n procedure had any affect on th-a cr;vstallini ty and

composition of the c.at ~ysts.

6.:3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.:3.1 Thermal gravimetric analYsis.

The thermal *ravimetric differential thermal analysis (TG/DTA)

spectrum of SAPO-34 dl..u'ing r(.generation is ShOHh in Fig 34. Most
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occurred while the SAPO-34 was heated to 2000-0under nitrogen.

The atnount of water that was deserbed (about 20 mass %) is

consistent with the 2.7 mass % H reported in Table X.A sharp peak

(26 % of the total mass loss) was observed as the v./\..ygenwas

introduced, due to oxidation of the ..coke" to carbon oxides and

water. The reroait!der of the weight loss dur Lng' .the regeneration

(12 %) occur-r-ed between 2.00 and 5501)0. Gas chromatography

ana1}sis during :regenerat.ion confi.t'rt1ed that carbon oxides were

released.
TG-=(m-g'-) -- [TEliPERATuAE (cl

I .
. 6'1.~

!

i.SOO
Ii .
L4.QO

(b)

-11.5

,
. :.0

(a. )

Fig 34

-20.0 ,25QO 5000 7500 10000
TIflE (s)

~25

Cc1{b}
TG/DTA SPECTBIllLQF~EGENERAJ. IQN

aL MASS CH8l'illE, b) TEMPERATURE hllll

Q..)_J2IFEERB~NTIAL Oli' MASS LOSS

6.3.2 Gas-ch:r;oIDatography=.ID.assspectroscopy of "coke"

constituents

The G.O, mass spec'cra of the two capillary inlet tubes ,spiked

Hith equal quantities of methanol. toluene, methoxybenzene and
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phenol are shown in Fig 35. No significant differences were

observed in the two .spect:ra which indicates that this technique

is reproduc ible . The relative amounts of the four organic

species trapped and/or detected in t]'i3 capillary inlet ·tubes
t

differed from the relative. amounts released into the tubes .

..therefore r.el3in retention facto.rs and G.O mass speCtroscopy"

response factors for every species would have t.o be determined

before this technique could be used quantitatively. However.

this technique 'Was used quali·tatiovely in this study to determine

relative differences in the nature of the carbonaceous deposits

on the various catalysts,

100 RIC
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(a) Cb)

FIG 35 G.C. MASS SPECTRADlfTHE ORGANICSPECIES ON THE

SPIKED GAPILL ..ARY_.TNLET· tU3ES._.1.a ) ..FIRST CAPILI,ARY

TUElE AND (b) fiE_COND CAPILLARY TUBE
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The organics released from the silicon rubber tUhing in:d absorbed

onto the resin were iqentified as t.oLuene; diethylphthalate,

hexadecanoic acid, 2-butoxy-ethy~butYlphthalate. hexadecanoic

aoid dioctylester and di-iso<.}trl 1)hthalate. These organics were

therefore ignclred during a l.L the ,jthe:r analyses.

The organics released from. H~ZSM;...5and dAPO-34 during

re ."nera,tion, which i-16retrapp~d in, the resin 11'1the capillary ~

inlet tubes and identified .).sing G.C. mass spectroscopy, are

lown in Table XVI and XVII :respectively.

I.Alffi_E_ ......XV.._I'"----'~Q~R..,.G ....A"'_l.N_"_IC"._•.. _,S"'-'P.....E""C'-"I....E....,S__,.,R.....EL"",E...,Ao.A>S",-"E.....D~··.....F-"'R"""O...M..~H...."--'4....S....MA..--"5.........,D'-'"'Q...,.R.....I N..",."G

REGENERATION

n i
!

iI Heating to 5:WC under ;}sOOt tor 1 h under N2 550=C under O2 ~I
I N ,

I
I

~
;, [6 phenol !1

I 1
U i
~ ! I ;1ii G7 I toluene 1 toluene tolueile 11
~. i t

I 1 U
~ ~ ! tt
i' I I.[ Cs ethylbenzene t I ethylbefim!! ,I'!! I~ t ~I, I ~y1e:ne!l xyieiIes x'llenes
il

i
!

ll:.rimethYlbe:n1e!l~
~

~ !11 ~9 trbethylbE?izeiil: tdoethylbenme
!f

I

ethvlmethvlhenzene I r ethylmethyIbenzemes
I f

t i11
G~Q

I diethylbe'lzene diethylbenz!':neII

1
f

II tetfamethy tbent!!n!': L tetramethylbenzenes Itr i il2phtha1 elle n8r.;hthalenEff I

i!
I

Gq ! methvlnaphthalene I methvlnaphthalene M

lr-- r i, I dimethylnaphtha!ene'I !U C''J C!'J IwoiPCarbol1
~ I ~
.! Cll• Gill hydrocarbDn Cill hydrocarbon _ji'

SOIDelight aromatics were released and trapped during t.he thermal

:ramping under nitrogen. Under prolonged heating some bulky

aliphati.cs and aromatics, inc luding naphthalenes, were able to

move out of the catalyst.
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No carbon oxades, 'which are reported to be released during

thermal oxidation [6.11., Vlere trapped by the L'esin. During

thermal oxidat:i,on of the "coke Ij mo.1'eof the. bulkier aromatics,

including naphthalenes, were released.

The introduct.ion of oxygen did not alter the tYPe of organics

released, but .the oxidation of some of the "coke" may have opened

some of the bLocked pores, or increased the local temperature of

the catalyst, so that more of the organic deposits were released

from the catalyst.

. .

A batch 0..£ H.....ZSM~5 Which had been used fer mebhanoL conver's Ion

f JI: 5 hours at a methanol WHSV of 0.5 h'" (as described in

chapter 4) was also. regenerated and analysed as above. The

erganics 'toJhichWere released were. the same as those listed in

Table XVI for the H-ZSM-5 which had been deactivated after

112 h of methanol conversion at a methanol WHSV of 0,5 11",1. The

majer organiC species formed dUring the first 5 hours were

xy.Lenee, trimethylbenzenes a21:dtetramethylbenzenes whereas af.ter

112 hour-s they Were pentamethy'lhenzenes and hexamet.hv'tbenaenes .

This analysis shows that, during' "coke" formatien on ll-ZSM- 5) the

amount of substituted benzenes builds up and the degree of.

substitution Lncz-eaaes. Large pl':)lyaromatic moLecut.ee may have

been for:m~d and breken up into smaller aromatic$ dUring the

regeneration pl.'ocedure.
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TABLE·Xyrr ORGANIGSPEGIES RELE8,SEDFROM
REGENERATION,

I benz~ne •. benzelle I.~~~~~~~~~-----+l-·-·--·--~----~I~--.-·~----~iItnl"" ilnl"., !"10,,, I

II

~
il
I'

Cb

II C7
H

i Cs
jl

11
C9!.

ft
.~ C10
il
II,I Cu~
d
P,-
q

Ci2
11

i CI~
~

• .J

r • Gtb
II,

'I·.'Y-.._l.·e~.·n~:•.·... I i.1I~yl'" ..' , I,yl,,, ;
I tn"thylb.",,,, I t,j"thyl'""nes I1""I'Ylh':"" I
t \,tr,"lbylh"j,,,, I t,tm,lhylb,,,,",' I 1,I,,,,I'yl',,,,,,, I

The major organic species released from SAPO-34 during

regeneration and trapped in the ca.pillary inlet tubes, were

pentamethyl-bcnzenes, hexamethylbenz;enes and propyltetramethyl-

benaenea. The organics released from SAPO-34, theretore, do not

differ significantly from those released form H...;.ZSM··S,although

slightly larger molecules CCI/,) apPeared to have formed in the

large cavities of SAPO-34, BulkY polyaromatics (trimethyl

naphthalenes, phenanthrene and pyrene) were detected by G.C. mass

spectroscopy when the SAPO- 34 framework was destr .:>yed in Hll'

(section 5.3.1), These spec ies may have been for-roed in the

ellipsoidal cavities, but did not migrate out of the channels
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without breaking; down into smaller molecules or carbon oxides

during regeneration.

The organics released :from SAPO-5, Ni-SAPQand silicon-modifi.·ed
t'

SAPO-34 during regeneration., are listed in Table XII!.

TABLE XIII : QRGANICS REtE8.SEP FROM SAPO-5, Ni-SAPO AND
SILICON-MQDIFIEDSAPQ-34 DURING REGENERATION

II. • • ! SAPO-5 Hi-SAPO St-l1odified SAPO-34
'I) I

II C,~ l,t b!!nzelie ! t>epzene, CYtlQhe:me~

~i-I .;__'--_ ......... ......,.I_...,.- ......... -+I_c-'.6P-_'!_QI_c_6
H
_1-E!-. _C6_HJ4

II C7 I toluene I ;~~u~~:~t~~~~l-:tme
!1i-~-c-a--+--)(-Y-le-fit!-s----~---+XYleliesl. liylene.5

II octane ethyl _b!m:zenetli-------~-+~~~-------+~~' I

~ [;9 trimethyllJenzenes tdll)E'thylbenzenes I trimethylbE'llzenesn!rr-----~~~-~-------~--~----~~~~----+------~----~\.
ff elO fi?trcmethylDeIlZEnf:S tetril~ethylhemnes tetrailiethy Ibenzenes I
ll'. j'!. 4-ptopyl heptane C1011~lJfmethylllOnane .!n~ff• ethy Im~thy Iheptane II

trj!1lethylheptanpZ'
I tetrallethylhexam: I,II 4-propylhepc.ane 3
~ '. dimethyIDctane I
~ 1,~ [;a I pentac0thylhenmes pentamethylhenzm; pentamethylbenzene U

!i~----~--~----------------4---~~--~------~--------------~
lit-' ._t_12__ -!I_t_.eXaJil!thYlter.zene jllell!!methylbenZeni!: nexaaethylbenme ij

II IC13

t C!4ijlb

iI benzene
I

toluene

trimethyldecalles
C 13H28 I

! tetrasethy 1oecd'nes ----"1
I c 'cliJ!etNeethvldeci!ne r
f pentamethYldecane
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The major species. released
" ....

from SAPO~5 were

pentamethylbe:nzenes, hex?methylbenzenes and C1sH21l hydrocarbons.

The Cu to Ci~ Eipecies which we.ce released from H-ZSl1-5 and SAPO-

34 were also released from SAPO-5, along with ..$OJT,iebulkier
/'

hydrocarbons. These bulkie,r,; hydrocaz:bons are released from SAPO-

5 as .che dl:ameter of the pores is larger thart for H-ZSM-5 or

SAPO-34.

The major organic species released form the de,activated Ni-SAPO

were toluene I xylenes and trirnethylbenzenes fG? to G'1)' This

indicates that either the incorporation of 1):\1kel into the

irame'W·orkdecreased the size of .nhe pores so tl"at only light

aromatics could migrate out of the catalyst d1.1ringregeneration,

or the metal assisted in the _..!.:eakdownof carbonaceous deposits

into smaller organic molecules during regeneration as sug'ested

by Lewis eti eL [6.5]. 'rhe MAS13C-NMR spectrum of -ehe "coke" on

Ni-SaPO and $APO-34 (seotion 5.3.2) showed that t.he saIne ratio

of aromatics to al.Lphat.Loa were 'formed on both catalyst,s. The

latter explanation for the sma;Llet' molecules released dUring

regeneratL)n is thus probably correct.

The major Organic speoies released from the silicon-modiiied

SAPO-34 were in the same range as those released from SAPO-34

(Cn to C13) suggesting that the size of the pores was not

affected by the silicon treatment. The major organic species

were xyLenes, pentamethylbenzenes. hexamethYlbenzenes and

trimethyldecanes. Significantly more aliphatics and alkanes 'were

observed. which indicat.es that the silicon modification roa~'have

decreased the rate of dehydrogenation and eve lization . This
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· ..

woul.daccount for .the longer catalytic lifetimes ~bs ;r~redduring

methanol convezsi.on comp~red to SAPO-34.

of :the catq_Iys:ts after regeneratjon
;

'rne.. I;H;Euiv-alentconversions of methanol 1-7 ith reaction time· over

SAPO-34 and l,"egenerated SAPO-34 are shown in Fig 3a.

The redu.ced catalytic acti"i ty observed in SAPO-34 after

regeneration showsthat either the regeneration procedure ma~rnot

have removed all of the ..coke j, deposits, or that the methanol

con,;ersion rea.ction or the regeneration procedure may have

changed the catalyst .&! t {mework. Dealumination is knownto occur

in aluminosflicate catalysts at high temperatures if water is

:p:tesent [6.2, 6·.·3J. Deal.uminatJ.onmay change the catalyst

a,cidi·ty so that deactivation occurs at a faster rate.

C and H analysis of the catalysts after regeneration shoned that

0.10 mass % C was still present in the Ni...SAPO after

regeneration, while 0.14 mass % C 'Waspresent in the H-ZSM-5 and

SAPO-5,0.17 mass % C in the silicon-modified SAPO-34and 0.20

mass % C in the SAPO-3,_ The amourrtof carbonaceous residues in

all of the regenerated catalysts Were in the same oreier, so the

extent. of the regeneration p:r'ocess was not affected. by the

different po:r:es·t;i:"ucturesor presence o.f Ni.
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EQUlVA1ENT CONVERSION OQlQOr-~------~------~--~----- __--~ ~ ~ __~

o 50

';-~

100 151)
1'IME ON LINE (min)

200 250

FRESH ::lAPO-34 -+- .AFTEIl ONE RI':GE:N. ""'"*- AFTE:li TWO REGENS.

ME!lJ;i-.NQL OVER SAPO- 34 AND REGENERATED SAPQ- 34

The surface az-eaa of all the catalY'sts before and after

l'ege:hr;::'';''atidnare shown in Fig 37. The ini'tial surface area was

not regained after regene ..::ation, -which shcrHS that either'

car-bonaceous depoS'i'ts were still :pr.$$er~t (which is not $ul?Iorte,a

by the reSidual caz-bo- ,s.fter re~e·n.eration) or tha G the $trUc:tll.rl~

of the c:.:\talyst t:J'.3:a a],tered during the reaction and I OJ:

regeneration prOce$~h
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~URFA(.£AREA (rna/g)
$50 .

. - ,.~~,~.:..~~.

_ FRESH CATALYST rrs:J REGENERATED CATALYST

b r;OMPARTSON OF ..TEl( SURFACE ABBAS OF THE CATALysTS

BEFQBE THE:.ME.THANQL.QONVEE$ION REACTIQH AND AFTER

R$GENE.R.l'l.TrON

The XRDpat.terns of the regenerated catra.Lya'hs are shown in Figs

38 to .:12. The orystallinity of SAPO-34 actually improved after

methanol convens ion and regeneration, whereas the crystallinity

of H-ZSM~!), SAPO-5 and Ni~SAPO-:S were unchanged. This could
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after calcinatiOll and it Has reJnoved during the methanol

conversion or regeneratis)U procedures. The XRDpattern of the

regenerated trim.ethyl silicon ohloride modified SAl?O-34 was

mainly that of silica, therefore the treatment resulted in the
1

generation of SOmeextra-framework silicon which migrated to the

procedures.

surface during'" the methanol conversion and regeneration

10 oO....-.-..-r--r-

800

70o 10, 30
Two ttll~ta(Cu)

20

FIG 38'· XRD PATTERj:l OF REGENERATED H- ZSM- 5
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XRB' spectl,'oSOopy of the regenerated catalysts oqnfirmed that some

dealumiue.tion of SAPO-34, Ni-S,1'l,PO and silicOll modified SAPO-34
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occurr.;::d duting· the rBgeneration prooedure. The change in Al :

B ; Si ratio of these '~atalysts, as well as for SAPO-5 whi.,::h

ahoued no de.alumination, are sho~1·n in Tabl€; VIX.

CATALYSTS

FRESH CATALYST REGENElRA'l'ED
CATALYST.~

'1

if CATAl:SST Al : P : 8i
mole ratio

Al : P ~ Si
mole ratiQ J

.f

1

Ni---SAPO

0 27 .1.

1 00 0 .94 a 25, :
1

:' a i-)-r,: 1 00: 0 .92 0 23 4
.. f·.~':'

:1. 05 0 r,_4'")
,

0 .75 .. 1.00 J. . "--~I::"- ~
0 80 1 00: 0 9f. O. 20

1;

'I

~-

Si-SAPO 1. 00

The P : Al mole l·.atio of t.he regenerated catalyst,s increased in

th.e SAPO-34, Nt-SAPO and Si~SAPO cat?lysts t.;rhi·::h :..:'hot,7s that

de·51luroina'tie'rihad oocurz ed. The Si : Al ra'ti,o remained constant)

but the silicon content Has at the lOi-le:::- detection limit of the

XRF spectrometer. so it was difficult to det.eiJt anv sL:'..ght

changes.

Both thermal gl;'.3:vimetric analysis and G ..C. mass spectroscopy

ahowed that some light hydroca1.'bons ;l7ere released from the

deactivated catalysts during' thermal ramping undez- nitrogen.

G .G. aria.LysLs showed tha.t carbon oxides were released during

r-::g;enel:'ation HhElr'. 1')Y.y-g-9l1 Has intl:' oduced . G.O. maas spectrosCopy
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-
was used to show,that, bulkyaliphatics and aroOmatics, including

naphtbalenes, were aLao released during the oxidatiV'e

regeneration stage. The concentrations of these sPeci~s we:~e

below the detection limit of the (La. analysis teqhnique. but a
f

novel technique of trapping. the o,rganics ir.. resin in capillary

:t.nlet tubes'/fqr G.O. maas spectl;'osQOpYanalySis was successful.

The organics Vihich were released from the catalysts during

regeneration were related to the Size of the pore;::'to some extent

as well as to the presence (SAPOcCit,a.lysts) or absence of

cavities OhZSM ....5) at the channe.L intersections. The major

organic species released froIn SAP()~34 were in the ra.nge Gu to

G131 whereas organics in l...~erange of Gu to Gt5 were released from

SAPO-5 due t.o its larger pores. H-ZS~1-5has mediumsize pores

but no cavities I, and the major species in the released organics

'Were in the range of Gu to et2 < The major organics released from

Ni-SAPO, on the other hand, were in the range 0., to 09 due to

either weaker" or fewer acid sites, or metal ....assisted

decomposition of the organics during regeneration. l'Iore

aliphatic hydrocarbons were released from the silicon-modified

SAPO-34which may indicate that the rate of dehydl·ogenation and

cyclizaM.on decreased as a result ·oOf·the modifica.tion. The pore

s Lae Has not affected significantly as the major speCies released

were in ·the Glt. to C13 range, as obtained with SAPO-34.

The catalytic activity of the l'egenerated SAPO-34was lower than

that of the fresh catalyst I possibly due to changes in the

acidity arising from dealumination during regeneration [6.2;>

6.3]. Dealumination of SAPO-34,Ni-SAPQand the silicon-modified
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SAPO~34 was chserved by determining the Al P Si ratio by XRF

speGtroscopy.

The SAPO-34 framework may also have been. affected by~

des.llJ.mination during regeneration as the surfaoe areas (~f the

regenerated:' SAPO-34 were lower than for the fresh. oatalyst . All

the regene:rated catalysts were shown to have lower surface areas

than the f:t'esh catalysts.

The regeneration procedure was shown to be effective in the

removal of "coke" as the amount of residual carbon in the

catalysts after regene.naiiion was shown to be between U. .13 and

0.20 mass %. This ahows that 99.95 to 99. F

carbonaceous deposits were removed from the catalysts during

regeneration.

XRDspectroscoPY' was used to show that the I'Jrystallinity of -r.he

H-ZSM~5,SAPO-34, SAFO-5 and Ni-SAPOcatalysts was not affected

by using the catalyst:::; for me'trhanoI conversion I or by

regenerating the c&talysts. The XRDpattern of the regenerated

silicon modified SAPO-34 Was mainly that vf silica. The

trimet.hyl silicon chloride treatment thus resulted in the

format,ion of some extrafrarnework silicon which may have migrated

to the surface during the methanol conversion or regeneration

procedures.
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.cHAPTER SEVEN.: CONCLUSIONS

SAPO-34 and SAPO-5 cata.lysts were found to deactbra.t,e rapidly

during methanol··conversion reactions due to pore blockage by

"Cal's" deposition. This is mainly due to the Lazge, ellipsoidal

cav~ties 1":1 SAPO'-34 and SAPO'""5 which allow bulky "coke"

intermediates to form, and the narrower pore netwo:::-itstihich limit

the diffusion of "coke" molecules, out of the catalyst. The

blockage of. channel intersectic~ns limi ts the acceas of reactants

to the acid 81tes, and of products out of the ca.talyst. The

amount of "coke" deposited was not influenced by the strength of

the acid sites as increasing number-sof strong acid sites were

detected in SAPO-5, SAPO~34 and H-ZSM-5 whereas the amount of

"coke" deposited during 5 hours of methanol convecsLon decreased

from 8 .3 % to 7.2 % to 3 .3 % f 01:' the three catalysts

respectively.

Modification of the SAPO-34 catalyst with silicon decreased the

rate at which "coke" was deposited. The silicon treatment could

have resulted Ln the occupation of strong acid sites on the

surface of the catalyst, or within the large cavities by silicon

atoms. This would decrease the rate of "coke" formation but not

the rate of me'bhanoL conversion. The rate of "coke" formation

was not decreased by the incorporation of 1'1i into the SAPO

framework.. The nat.une of the "Coke" was affected by the nickel

inco!'poration.. The number and strength of acid sites may have

decreased, which 'Wouldhave decreased the rate of alkylation and
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aromatization reactions during "coke" :f<:1r~ation, or the nickel

could have facilitated the cracking of carbonaceoUS deposits.

Dilution of the methanol with rdtrog~n and / or water was shown
T

to decrease the rate of ncoke '0 formation. Water competed with

the products f·or occupation .of the acid sites. thereby retarding

the rate of oligomerization and aroroatization reactions w-hich

lead to "coke" formation. The nit,rogen decxeaaed t.he residence

time of the zeact.arrte and products, thereby also decreasing the

rate of "coke" forming reactions. The amount of "coke." deposited

increased with the methanol WHSV and reaction tem:pE.'rature, as

moz'emethanol Wi7.S converted into hydrc,:~arbons and oligcmerization

and I or aromatization reactions occurred mcze rapidly.

Both in situ and ex si.tu FTIR analyses showed that the "coke"

formed during metha.n.ol conversion on SAPO-34 was mainly

aliphatic. Di;;solving the catalyst framework in HEso that the

carbonaceous deposits on SAPO- 34 could be ex.tracted with

dichloromethane and 8.11alysed by G.C. mass spectroscopy, showed

that aromatics were formed in addition to aliphatics, but to a

lesser extent than with H-ZSM-5.

Trapping the carbonaceous depOSits released dur-Lng regeneration,

in resin in G.C. capillary inlet tubes. and subsequent G.C. mass

spectroscopy analysis, showed that ·'c·he01 coke 10 cons is.ted mainJ"y

of substi tuted aromatics. The major carbonaceous src.:_.ies

deposited in SAPO--34 were in range Gu to C13, in H-ZS~1-5 from Cu

to Cia and in SAPO...5 from Gu to G 15. This was most likely due to

the increasing channel size of SAPO-34, H-ZSt;1.,..5 and SAPO-5
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respectively. Significantly different car-bon ranges were

obtained .from the nicke], modified SAPO-34.CG.,to Cq), l?osSiLly

due to changes in t·he number and strength of acid sites or due

t.o the nickel facilitating cracking reactions of the "coke". A
.(

greater amount of aliphatic. hydrocanbons v?r~re released front the

silicon mod·:ified SAPOcatalyst than in SAPO-34. The silicon

modification probably decreased the rate of oligomerization. and

aromatiZ.ation and hence the rate of deactivation.

The catalytic act-i.vity and surface area of the regenerated

SAPO-34 was lower than that of t).e fresh catalyst. This was not

due to residual carbon after regeneration as 97 % of the ca.rbon

was removed by regeneration. The increased rate of "coke"

formation of the regenerated catalyst compared to t.he fresh

catalYst, was most likely due to steam dealtunination of the SAPO

framework during regeneration. XRFspectroscopy was used to show

that dealuminat.ion had occurred, but XRDspectroscopy showed that

"i;:,hecrystallini ty of the SAPO~34 did not change a.fter

regeneration.

Considering the rapid deactivation of SAPO-34, SAPO-5and even

the nickel~ and TMSG-modifiedSAPO-34, industrial application of

these catalysts would require a o.." .llating bed mode of

operation. This would entail continuous regeneration of the

catalyst in one part of the reactor while the rest of the reactor

was used for methanol conversion.
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The surface area of the sam:gle was ca Icu Latied using a simplified

version of ':the BET equation

where S = surface area of sample

V = volume Cat STl?) of gas des orbed

A = Avogadro's number, 6.023 x 102
:1 molecules/g-tnol

N = area. of a solid covered by one atom of the

adsorbed gas, i.e. 16.2 x 10-26 mefor a N atom

P = partial pressuro of the adsorbing gas (nitrogen,

P = saturation pressure of the adsorbing gas,

typically 15 mmHgabove .atmospheric

pressure for N2•

M = molar volume. of a gas at standard temperature

and pressure (STP). 22 414 cm3/g-rooL

The Chemisorb 2700 "'Waspurged with a 30 % Na / 70 % He mixture

and then calibrated i·"ith 1.00 em" of nitrogen. At 22~C and 760

mmHg pressure, the 1.00 em" of. nitrogen shcu ld result in a

constant of 2.39 as calculated belo"'W.so the Chemisorb 2700 was

adJt .•s ted to give this value before each set of analyses.

V[~~g:.~~ [%g~:M~1(p~Q2;JX~~e.34r4~fci32Xl0-20 N-Q, 3g~:~:Hg ]
= Y[2.39]
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APPENDIX 2'

The equivalent liquid volume ('11) of the 10 am3 af nitrogen gas

used to caI·ibrate the Pulse Chemisorb was determined as follows:

The temperature and pressure during the calibration f29'5 K and

638 mloHg) were taken into consideration as the equivalent liquid

vo Lume ts recorded under s.tandard conditions C2T9 K and 760

mmHg) • 'fhe molar volume of liquid. r.t.itrogen is 34.670 em" and

gaseous rlitrogen 22 414 em", so a ratio of the two, 0.00155, was

used to couvert the gaseous voLume of nitrogen into a liquid

volume.

v =1 273 .2 Kj.[. .6;38 •rnmfutj' f 0 .00155]'[ 10 am3
]

295.2 K1 760 mmHg l .
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APPENDIX 3- EQUIVALENT· METHANOL ·cOtlYERSION•

The equivalent oonvansi.cn 6f methanol (L'1EOH) is defined as the
-l

Percentage methanol convez-bed to hydrocarbons, eXGl1..1ding

dimethYlether (DME). The equivalent conversion of methanol was

calculated as fol16HS

moles MEOHln .~ ( rnoles MEOHout + 64144 m01e8 DME"ut) x 100-------~--------~--~---~--------~------------~----------_----
moles MEOHir.

The fraction 64./44 is the moLar ratiO of DNE I methanol and the

number of moLee of methanolol.;l,t inoludes bot.h the methanol in the

gas phase and in the liquid phase.
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